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See everything that awaits you in Navarre...

CLOSE TO YOU

NAVARRE, JUST A STEP AWAY
Navarra shares a border with France, while it is just a three-hour train journey from Madrid, and its motorway and road network is
one of the best in Spain. The Autonomous Community of Navarra enjoys excellent accessibility to the main communication hubs,
while it also has good connections by rail and air. Pamplona is served by the airport at Noáin and it is also less than 250 kilometres
away from six other airports.
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BY ROAD
The road network in Navarra has a radial
pattern, with Pamplona as its hub. Its two
main axes cross the autonomous
community from north to south, connecting
Spain to Europe.
• N-121-A and N-121: Behobia - Pamplona
and Pamplona - Tudela.
• AP-15: Motorway of Navarra (TudelaPamplona- Irurzun)

BY PLANE
Navarra has daily direct flights to
Madrid, departing from the airport at
Noain, located just 6 kilometres from
Pamplona. The L16 city bus line links
Pamplona with the airport. In a radius
of 96 to 250 km, there are six airports
with daily connections to the main
cities in Spain and also to cities in
France, Germany, Ireland, United
Kingdom, Belgium, Italy and Portugal.

RAIL
The train service in Navarra has regular
lines connecting with the principal
Spain’s cities like:
Barcelona - Madrid - Bilbao - Irún
A Coruña - Valencia - Zaragoza, etc...
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THE CAPITAL OF THE KINGDOM

AN EXCELLENT

SLOW TOURISM

The capital of the kingdom is a confortable city
with a rich heritage that improves every day. The
ramparts and the citadel, the parks and green
áreas, coupled with top quality accomodation,
food and shopping turn every visit to Pamplona
into a highly enjoyable experience.

Our cuisine is unquestionably one of the greatest
attractions of Navarre, with dishes based on
traditional recipes, handed down from our
ancestors and fine quality fresh ingredients. In
Navarre, eating is a social event...

We welcome unhurried travellers. Those who enjoy,
good moments, quiet contemplation and a leisurely
chat. Those who breathe deeply and live to the
fullest. All those who seek and find. Those who
love life.

PAMPLONA

Pamplona has a charm that is difficult to forget.
It is a simple city that is both ancient and modern.
With barely 196,000 inhabitants, it boasts an
excellent life style with no bottlenecks, smoke
and with good health care services. The new
quarters are really attractive with all the facilities
close by, but the nucleus of social and
commercial life is set in the beautiful old part of
the city.

GASTRONOMY

RESTFUL TOURISM

The delicious produce from our market gardens,
particularly those of La Ribera in southern Navarre,
are famous throughout Spain and abroad:
artichokes, piquillo red peppers, cardoon,
asparagus, fresh white haricot beans ... As well as
flavoursome Navarre-raised meat such as veal
and T-bone steaks. And some of our most
spectacular desserts: Roncal valley cheese; junket;
custard fritters and cream horns. Without forgetting
our typical red, rosé and white wines.

AUTHENTIC PEOPLE

TRADITIONS THAT ENDURE
Stories, legends, public festivals, ancestral traditions,
the Navarrese are faithful to what they were and
what they are.
They are also natutal, authentic people,
good friends, welcoming, and so say those who
visit us…
In Navarre you will fell good.

KINGDOM OF NAVARRE

THE HISTORY OF A KINGDOM
Landscapes and villages; castles, churches and
fortresses. The memory of the kingdom of Navarre
is present throughout the territory and speaks of
its history, its kings and noblemen, of what we are
today; our history and our character.

AN EXCELLENT RANGE OF

THE UNIVERSAL FEAST

GATE TO THE

Pamplona and its region have a wide
offer of accommodations that puts at the service
of visitor the highest quality standards and
service, in addition to being equipped with
rooms to host congresses, events or meetings,
whatever its nature.

In July, Pamplona becomes the venue of the
universal feast. Thousands of visitors from around
the world come to discover it and enjoy the fun.

The authentic way, the French Route, listed as a
world heritage site by Unesco, enters Spain through
Navarre.

The streets become the main stage. They are
flooded with music, red and White colours and
long standing traditions such as the running of
the bulls.

Witness the traces left by pilgrims over the
centuries and have a unique and singular life
experience.

ACCOMMODATIONS

Pamplona and Navarra are destinations for
gastronomical tourism, cultural tourism,
business tourism and health tourism. For all of
them, enjoy our excellent range of
accommodations.
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SAN FERMÍN

However, very close to Pamplona, you can enjoy
the peace and quiet that only Navarre can offer.

ST. JAMES WAY

LAND OF CONTRASTS

THRILLING NATUR
You will be thrilled to discover the contrast between
the Irati Forest, the Bardenas Reales desert
(Biosphere Reserve), the peaks and valleys of the
Pyrenees, the ondulating hills of the middle zone
and the fertile plains of The Ribera.

ACCOMMODATION AND TOURIST EXPERIENCES IN NAVARRE

www.VISITNAVARRA.info
HOTEL AND TOURISM ASSOCIATION OF NAVARRE
The official website for tourism experiences in Navarra is www.visitnavarra.info.
On this site you will find all accommodations, restaurants and activities and
experiences that appear in this catalog. It also collects the information referring
to niche tourism products in which the Association works on, such as medical tourism,
MICE or motor.
Find the perfect plan among all those who put at your disposal a wide range
of activity companies and receptive travel agencies of Navarra.
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VISIT PAMPLONA

PAMPLONA IS MUCH MORE
PAMPLONA CITY COUNCIL

www.pamplona.es/turismo

Located in a privileged enclave, equidistant between the Cantabrian Sea, the summits
Pyrenees and the desert of the Bardenas Reales, Pamplona is more than accustomed to
receive visitors since time immemorial. And he does it with open arms, generous and
welcoming, willing to share their secrets with all those who have the privilege of entering
its walls.
Pamplona is known internationally for the festivities of San Fermín, which attract the
Navarre capital to thousands of people every July 6. Celebrations begin with the Chupinazo
outbreak, which unleashes nine days of intense hubbub in which all, neighbors and visitors,
knot the red scarf around his neck to enjoy the magic together The best parties in the world.
The incomparable emotion of the encierros, the spectacular dancing of the giants or the
jocular joy of the rocks are dicult moments to forget for any lucky person who has had
the pleasure of enjoying them.
But Pamplona is much more apart from the Sanfermines. The thousands know it very well
of pilgrims who have been walking the cobbled streets for centuries on their way to
Santiago de Compostela and enjoying the hospitality of its people. Pamplona is the
first city that crosses this millenarian route, and its legacy remains very alive in every corner,
on every street, in every square. Nowadays, in addition, the Camino is the column vertebral
on which to know the vestiges of medieval Pamplona and discover their fortified churches
of high towers, among which the imposing cathedral of Santa stands out María la Real
A tour of the Old Town is a lesson in history. The Renaissance wall, one of the first abalone
systems in Europe and undoubtedly the best preserved, brings us closer to past times when
the city needed to defend itself of foreign attacks. Today, walk along the Paseo de Ronda
observing the spectacular view that give the centuries-old walls is a pleasure for the
senses and a nice way to get to know the city and its evolution over the years.
And after so much walking, there is no better way to recover the strength than tasting
delicious skewers or dishes made with the best local products and with the mimo of the
expert hands of some of the best chefs of the moment. In this city, gastronomy does not
play a secondary role. Any visitor will be given quickly account of it when walking along the
street Estafeta and mingle with the Pamplona at the time of the aperitif.
Pamplona is, therefore, a city endowed with good services and a great quality of life, with
spacious green areas virtually around every corner and nice squares and walks. A city in
which the weight of history has left its imprint well marked. In short, a close and friendly city,
in which one always He feels welcome.
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PAMPLONA-IRUÑA CARD
Request your PIC card and get discounts on
Restaurants, Shops and Shows in the city
www.pamplonacard.es
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TOURIST EXPERIENCES PAMPLONA / NAVARRA 2019
Hotel and Tourism Association of Navarre

ACCOMODATIONS

PAMPLONA HOTELS
Pamplona offers a wide assortment of quality hotels, from small boutique hotels to luxury
establishments, as well as tourist apartments with all the necessary services to provide top
quality accommodation.
The 32 accommodation establishments are disseminated throughout the centre of Pamplona
and its surrounding metropolitan area, all perfectly communicated with the city's entrances
and direct access to stations and the airport.
Pamplona's hotels offer an attractive range of food, cultural, artistic and traditional experiences
to ensure you thoroughly enjoy your stay in Pamplona, capital of Navarre.

List of hotels
GRAN HOTEL LA PERLA*****

APARTAMENTOS MENDEBALDEA SUITES***

ABBA REINO DE NAVARRA****

AVENIDA***

AC CIUDAD DE PAMPLONA BY MARRIOTT****

BED4U PAMPLONA***

AC ZIZUR MAYOR BY MARRIOTT****

CASA AZCONA***

AH SAN FERMÍN PAMPLONA****

SANCHO RAMÍREZ***

ALBRET****

SERCOTEL EUROPA***

ALMA PAMPLONA****

SERCOTEL IRIGUIBEL***

ANDIA****

SERCOTEL LEYRE***

BLANCA DE NAVARRA****

VILLAVA***

CASTILLO DE GORRAIZ HOTEL GOLF & SPA****

YOLDI***

MAISONNAVE****

A PAMPLONA**

PALACIO GUENDULAIN****

ALAIZ**

PAMPLONA CATEDRAL****

DON CARLOS**

PAMPLONA EL TORO HOTEL & SPA****

ESLAVA**

TRES REYES****

PAMPLONA PLAZA**

AGORRETA***

CASTILLO DE JAVIER*

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: PAMPLONA HOTELS ASSOCIATION
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 268 412
Contact: Jorge Fernández (General Secretary)
Mail: jfernandez@hotelespamplona.com
Web: www.hotelespamplona.com
Business hours: Mon-Thu 09:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:30 h. | Fri 09:00-15:00 h.
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TOURIST EXPERIENCES PAMPLONA / NAVARRA 2019
Hotel and Tourism Association of Navarre

ACCOMODATIONS

FINE HOTELS
OF THE KINGDOM
Nobles del Reyno Hotels (Fine Hotels of the Kingdom) is a selection of charming and
exclusive hotels for their stars, their services, facilities, location and esthetic.

List of hotels
ARANTZA HOTELA*****

PALACIO BORDA***

VALDORBA****

BALNEARIO ELGORRIAGA***

SEÑORÍO DE URSÚA***

VILLA MARCILLA****

LA JOYOSA GUARDA****

TXIMISTA****

EXCLUSIVE PACKAGES
PACK 2 NIGHTS
Minimum stay: 1 night in two hotels
Present at room: one night (a bottle of wine); second night (fruit)
You can leave at 14:00 h.
120 € | breakfast and VAT included | supplement of 180 € in Arantza Hotel

PACK 4 NIGHTS
Minimum stay: 1 night in two hotels
Present at room: one night (a bottle of wine); second night (fruit)
You can leave at 14:00 h.
If the customer stays 2 nights at the same hotel, he/she can get a free experience
Check the price

PACK 6 NIGHTS
Minimum stay: 1 night in two hotels
Present at room: one night (a bottle of wine); second night (fruit)
You can leave at 14:00 h.
If the customer stays 2 nights at the same hotel, he/she can get a free experience
Check the price

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: ASOCIACIÓN DE HOTELES NOBLES DEL REYNO
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 268 412
Contact: Andrea Chocarro (Gerente)
Mail: comunicacion@noblesdelreyno.com
Web: www.noblesdelreyno.com
Business hours: Mon-Thu 09:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:30 h. | Fri 09:00-15:00 h.
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ACCOMODATIONS

CAMPINGS NAVARRE
The Camping Association of Navarra, has selected 20 of the best campsites in the region
distributed throughout Navarre, from the mountain, passing through land Estella to Ribera
Navarra, thus forming a network of natural accommodation with all the services and access
necessary to enjoy, with friends, as a couple or as a family, our spectacular landscapes,
cuisine and customs.
Fully equipped with the necessary services, our campsites also have special spaces for the
little ones, and for the not so small, where they can develop all the activities they want based
on their age and for the whole family to enjoy.
Each campsite takes full advantage of the natural resources offered by its location, so that no
visitor miss the spectacular corners of our Navarre geography and can enjoy them with the
wide range of activities they offer.

List of campings
ACEDO

ARITZALEKU

ASOLAZE

EL MOLINO

IRATXE

OLITE

ARALAR

ARIZTIGAIN

BARDENAS

ETXARRI

ITURBERO

OSATE

ARBIZU

ARTAZA

BAZTÁN

EZCABA

LIZARRA

URBASA

URROBI

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: CAMPINGS NAVARRE ASSOCIATION
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 268 412
Contact: José Ignacio Calvo (General Secretary)
Mail: ncalvo@hostelerianavarra.com
Web: www.campingsnavarra.com
Business hours: Mon-Thu 09:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:30 h. | Fri 09:00-15:00 h.
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ACCOMODATIONS

TUDELA HOTELS
The 4 hotels that make up the hotel association of Tudela are modern and functional.
Accommodations with all services to offer quality stays in the capital of The Ribera Navarra Region.
Located in historic buildings, in the financial and commercial center of Tudela, or on the border
with the Bardenas Reales Natural Park, the hotels of Tudela will guide you through a tourist
experience to enjoy a rich artistic and cultural heritage, a environment without equal in Navarra
and a gastronomy of flavors and nuances, with its garden vegetables. to the head.
Tudela, capital of the Ribera Navarra Region, and on the banks of the River Ebro, is at the same
time urban, industrial and rural, fertile plain, fortress, bridge, crossroads and cultures; a privileged
city. It has Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque art, as well as a luxury of landscape
variety (Bardenas Reales, Peñalén, Roscas de Fitero, etc ...).
At the entrance of Tudela is the emblematic bridge of the Ebro, with seventeen eyes.
Many are examples of religious architecture: Church of the Magdalena (Romanesque building
of the XII century declared National Monument) or the Cathedral of Santa Maria
(National Monument of 1884). Of civil architecture: Palace of the Marquis of San Adrián
(16th century), Palace of the Marquis of Huarte, Plaza de los Fueros or Muñoz Sola de Tudela
Museum.
The gastronomic offer of Tudela is varied and of quality, guided by its vegetables and fruits.
The stew is the most well-known and appreciated dish, an authentic symphony of vegetables,
consisting of asparagus, artichokes, peas and fresh beans. Pochas beans take their name from
their pale color, since they are consumed before their maturity. Among the meats stand out the
ribs and the lamb chops, the bull meat and the popular stew. All washed down with the typical
rosé wines of the earth or new red wines with an excellent palate. And all kinds of fruit,
especially peaches and cherries, or cakes, like cafareles.

HOTELS LIST
AIRE DE BARDENAS ****
TUDELA BARDENAS ***
SANTAMARÍA ***
AC CIUDAD DE TUDELA ****

CONTACT /RESERVATIONS
Company: ASOCIACIÓN DE HOTELES DE TUDELA
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 268 412
Contact Person: José Ignacio Calvo (Secretario General)
Mail: ncalvo@hotelestudela.com
Web: www.hotelestudela.com
Office hours: Lunes-jueves 09:00-14:00 y 16:00-18:30 h. | Viernes 09:00-15:00 h.
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GASTRONOMY

LERELE GASTRONOMY EXPERIENCES

SPEZIARTE

EXPERIENCE
SHOW COOKING WITH MICHELIN-STARRED CHEFS
Tours in Navarre to taste and learn to cook its seasonal productsSeasonal products are the
key players in the gastronomic activities. All the experiences focus on them. Fresh and
natural sensations with some very popular products of our gastronomy, which are highly
valued in Navarre and, in some cases, unknown out of this province. Participants will learn
by doing, with professionals and top chefs of Navarre. After a practical part, different
products will be tasted and matched with the best wines of the Kingdom of Navarre.
All the experiences are developed in different environments: historical places, exclusive
sites, landscape reserves, countryside, under the sunshine… These depend on each
product’s season and will be adapted to the demands of the clients.

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

COOKING CONTEST:
from the orchard to the table
EXPERIENCE
COOKING CONTEST: from the orchard to the table
The gastronomy of Navarre has always been very widely recognised and its vegetable
gardens praised by all. We propose a Team Building activity where you’ll learn first-hand
about the seasonal vegetables of kitchen gardens in Navarre that you’ll have to prepare
the traditional way.
A cooking contest where the participants will have to roll out their best cookery skills to
come up with the most creative pintxos. The fun is guaranteed.

EXAMPLES
* Mushroom, fungus, truffle and asparagus picking and cooking
* Sturgeon caviar and trout from Yesa
* Seasonal products are the key players in the gastronomic activities. All the experiences
focus on them.
-Olive oil press and mil tour and tasting | -Go to a music recording studio
-Fishing | -Visit to Pago de Arinzano Wine Cellar
PRICE: since 50€ / person

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: LERELE TOURIST EXPERIENCES
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 684 457 112
Contact: Noelia Sampedro
Mail: experienciasturisticas@lereletour.com
Business hours: Mon-Thu 09:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:30 h. | Fri 09:00-15:00 h.
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GASTRONOMY

OVERTRAILS INCOMING

AUTUMN EXPERIENCES WITH CHROMATIC FLAVOURS
October excursions (El Pilar)
EXPERIENCE
DAY 1: LEYRE, UJUÉ AND OLITE
* Visit the Monastery of Leire: a monastery that hides magnificent Romanesque treasures
from the 12th century.
* Visit medieval village of Ujué and agro artisan pastry shop. Lunch.
* Visit to the Royal Palace of Olite, former court of the Kings of Navarre.
* Visit Cellar de D.O Navarra, Olite.
PRICE: 85€ / person

DAY 2: FONTELLAS, BARDENAS REALES AND TUDELA
* Visit and Tasting of organic extra virgin olive oil, Fontellas
* Visit Reyno Gourmet company in Tudela. Ecological Rice “El Alcaraván”
* Second city in size and importance Lunch Rest Silbi
* Beautiful semi-desert landscape and Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO
PRICE: 90€ / person

DAY 3: VALLE RONCAL, BELAGUA AND SELVA DE IRATI
* Visit and tasting D.O Roncal cheese, Burgui
* Visit to the footprints of the Belagua glacier valley
* Departure to the Irati Forest, to the Hermitage of the Virgen de las Nieves
* Visit to the Interpretation Center of nature in Ochagavía or climb to the Sierra de Abodi
(if the weather permits)
PRICE: 90€ / person

DAY 4: ESTELLA, ABÁRZUZA AND EUNATE
* Visit and tasting D.O. Idiazabal, Abárzuza
* Visit and tasting IGP Pacharán Navarro, Abárzuza
* Visit Iranzu Monastery, hidden in a secluded area between mountains, a grand Cistercian
abbey built between the 12th and 14th centuries
* Visit to the monumental city born to the heat of the Camino de Santiago, Estella
* Visit to one of the most beautiful and suggestive churches of the Camino de Santiago,
Our Lady of Eunate, simple, original and mysterious

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Address: c/ Sangüesa, 31 bajo - 31005 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 293 479
Mail: info@overtrailsincoming.eus
Web: www.overtrailsincoming.eus

PRICE: 60€ / person
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GASTRONOMY

HOTEL BED4U

PINCHOS 4U
EXPERIENCE
The offer includes:
• 1 night double room.
• Buffet breakfast with fresh orange juice
• Welcome gift in the room
• Selection of Navarrese pintxos at the Restaurant Ñam de Paseo Sarasate *
• 10% Restoration discount at the Restaurant Ñam
• Check-in from 10:00 and Late check-out until 15:00. (Subject to hotel availability *)
• Offer valid every day of the week. Except San Fermin from 5 to 14 July 2017 and
Holy Week 2017.
• Early check (10:00h) in and late check out (until 15:00h) (under availabity)
• The restaurant is located in the historical center of the city, connected to the hotel
with the urban bus line 16
From 69€/night (VAT incluided)
(5% de descuento utilizando el código DESCUENTOWEB durante el proceso de reserva)
Oferta válida todos los días de la semana. Excepto San Fermín del 5 al 14 de julio de 2019
y Semana Santa 2019.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: HOTEL BED4U
Telephone: (+34) 948 292 808
Mail: pamplona@bed4uhotels.com
Web: bed4uhotels.com
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ENOLOGY

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

A DAY OF GRAPE PICKING
EXPERIENCE
A DAY OF GRAPE PICKING
* Departure from the winery with one of the wine growers in a horse-drawn wagon,
explanation of the history of winemaking and the new vine-producing practices.
* Introduction to the Organic and Biodynamic Agriculture model employed today in all of
the vineyards owned by the winery. The group will be able to try their hand at picking
grapes: Selection of a grape variety and plot. Hand picking in boxes and their transport.
* In the vineyard you’ll enjoy a country snack of txistorra sausage, pancetta and grilled
garden vegetables washed down with different wines. On your return to the winery
you’ll learn how the grapes are hand-selected and stripped to fill the fermentation barrel.
* And to finish, you will tuck into a tasting menu in an unusual steak house, set in the
heart of the winery.
PRICE: consult

DON CARLOS RESTAURANT-HOTEL

NAVARRE D.O. WINES GUIDE TASTE
AND PAIRING MENU
EXPERIENCES
NAVARRE D.O. WINES GUIDE TASTE GUIDED BY PROFESSIONAL
SUMILLER
Get to know the best wines of our land in a tasting led by a specialized sommelier and
enjoy the gastronomy of Navarre with the tasting of a Pairing Menu.
* 5 D.O. Navarra wines:
White | Rose | Red aging | Red book | Sweet wine
PRICE: 28€ (VAT included)

PAIRING MENU
· Appetizer
· Appetizer to choose with its pairing
· Second to choose with its pairing
· Dessert to choose with its pairing
· Bread, water and coffee included
PRICE: 42€ (VAT included)
Available from Monday to Sunday, every days except December 25th y January 1st
MORE INFORMATION: (+34) 948 330 077 | eventos@hdoncarlos.com

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
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Company: DON CARLOS RESTAURANT-HOTEL
Address: c/ Dorraburu, 1 – 31620 Huarte (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 330 077
Mail: eventos@hdoncarlos.com
Web: www.hdoncarlos.com
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ENOLOGY

CELLAR PAGO DE LARRAINZAR

GUIDED VISIT & TASTING IN CELLAR PAGO DE LARRAINZAR
EXPERIENCE
Enjoy an experience that combines nature, tradition and the best wines of Pago de Larrainzar, a
small boutique winery, internationally recognized for the quality of its red wines.
The visit begins in the Experimental Garden, where 24 different ways of conducting and pruning
systems of the vineyard are shown and you will learn the treatments and works that are applied to
the vineyard in each season of the year. It is the perfect way to bring the visitor closer to the world
of viticulture and something really unique in Spain.
Then you can enjoy a walk along the 17 hectares vineyard, with a fantastic view of the Monastery
of Irache.
Next, in the winery, a modern style building designed by the prestigious Navarran architect
Fernando Redón, you will learn all the steps of the winemaking process. It is an entertaining and
didactic tour guided by qualified staff of Pago de Larrainzar.
The visit ends in the social room where, with the calm that a good wine demands, you will enjoy
a guided tasting accompanied by some Idiazábal cheese from the region.
You can choose different tastings:
• Basic Tasting: guided tasting of 3 different red wines, with different varieties and types of ageing.
Price per person: 10 euros.
• Vertical Tasting: guided tasting of three different vintages of the most awarded wine of the
winery, Pago de Larrainzar Reserva Especial. The best way to see how time molds the wines and
how the climate leaves its mark on each vintage. Price per person € 27
• Premium Tasting: guided tasting of three red wines from our most exclusive and recognized range,
Pago de Larrainzar Reserva, Pago de Larrainzar Cabernet Sauvignon and Pago de Larrainzar
Merlot, all of very limited productions. Price per person € 30.
Pago de Larrainzar offers an entertaining experience to all those who want to know more about
the world of wine, to see, smell and taste this wonderful environment.

Commission: 10%
Minimum number of assistants: 2 people

EXPERIENCE
THE WINE GAMES: VISIT AND TASTING GAMES IN CELLAR
Pago de Larrainzar invites you to live a fun group experience around the world of wine.
A very complete activity in which you will discover the secrets of wine making in one of
the most recognized wineries in Navarra, with important international awards. In addition,
you will be an active part of the experience, as players of the Tasting Games.
The visit begins in the Experimental Garden, where 24 different ways of conducting and
pruning systems of the vineyard are shown and you will learn the treatments and works
that are applied to the vineyard in each season of the year. It is the perfect way to bring
the visitor closer to the world of viticulture and something really unique in Spain.
Then you can enjoy a walk along the 17 hectares vineyard, with a fantastic view of the
Monastery of Irache.
Next, in the winery, a modern style building designed by the prestigious Navarran
architect Fernando Redón, you will learn all the steps of the winemaking process. It is an
entertaining and didactic tour guided by qualified staff of Pago de Larrainzar.
The visit ends in the social room where, with the calm that a good wine demands, you
will enjoy a guided tasting of three red wines accompanied by some nice Idiazábal cheese
from the region.
This experience continues with the Tasting Games, where visitors will face different
challenges by teams:
• Assembly Game: Each group will have different Pago de Larrainzar wines without
assembling. They will have to decide the final blend, using the wines and percentages
that they consider appropriate. The winemakers will decide which wine is the most liked.
• Aromas Game: Different essences will be used so that each group can identify the
aromas linked to the world of wine.
• Vintages Game: Try to identify the correct succession of different vintages of
Pago de Larrainzar.
• Spanish regions Game: Match different wines to its area of origin.
• Price ranges Game: assign a price range to different wines.
• Mystery Game: identify Pago de Larrainzar wine among other wines.
A fun activity, designed for groups of friends or families in a unique environment, where
history and family tradition are linked to the magic of the world of wine.
Price per person: 35 euros | Comisión: 10%
Minimum number of assistanats: 8 people

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: BODEGA PAGO DE LARRAINZAR
Contact Person: Marian San Martín
Telephone: (+34) 609 606 188 | (+34) 948 550 421
Mail: info@pagodelarrainzar.com
Web: www.pagodelarrainzar.com
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ENOLOGY

CELLAR PAGO DE LARRAINZAR

FAMILY EXPERIENCE AND CHILDREN'S TASTING

WORK MEETING AND TEAM BUILDING

EXPERIENCE
Enjoy an experience for all ages, combining nature, tradition and fun in Pago de Larrainzar, a small
boutique winery, internationally recognized for the quality of its red wines.
This activity is designed for groups traveling with children who want to visit a winery and taste
their wines. In Pago de Larrainzar children can have fun playing to be older and taking part in a
blind tasting of non-alcohol musts, while their parents enjoy the visit and tasting.
The group will visit the Experimental Garden and the beautiful vineyard, with spectacular views of
the Irache Monastery, and continue the walk in the winery, with entertaining and didactic e
xplanations for adults and children.
The visit continues in the social room, where parents and children will enjoy their different tastings.
• Adults: Guided tasting of 3 different red wines, with different varieties and types of aging,
accompanied by some local Idiazábal cheese.
• Children: Accompanied by snacks, this activity is a challenge, where children will play and
compete in different games:
• Blind tasting of two grape juices.
• Aromas Game, where to identify different aromas related to the grapes and the cellar.
• Drawing workshop: children will participate in the Larrainzar Drawing Contest, with a prize for the
best drawing of the month, which they will receive at home.
Price per Person:
Adults: 10 euros
Children until 18 years: 5 euros
Assignment: 10%
Minimum number of assistants: 8 people

EXPERIENCE
This is a Team building activity around wine at Bodegas Pago de Larrainzar, where you
can enjoy a day of teamwork in a beautiful setting, next to the Irache Monastery.
Gather your company's work team in a winery just for you.
In addition to a time for your work meeting or presentations, you can discover the secrets
of wine making of one the most renowned wineries in Navarra, with important
international awards.
After the guided tour to the vineyard and winery by qualified staff, the group will enjoy
a tasting of 3 red wines, accompanied by some local Idiazabal cheese.
Afterwards, the players will be divided in groups to compete in the Tasting Games, where
they will be able to show everything they have learned in different challenges:
• Assembly Game: Each group will have different Pago de Larrainzar wines without
assembling. They will have to decide the final blend, using the wines and percentages that
they consider appropriate. The winemakers will decide which wine is the most liked.
• Aromas Game: Different essences will be used so that each group can identify the
aromas linked to the world of wine.
• Vintages Game: Try to identify the correct succession of different vintages of Pago
de Larrainzar.
• Spanish regions Game: Match different wines to its area of origin.
• Price ranges Game: assign a price range to different wines.
• Mystery Game: identify Pago de Larrainzar wine among other wines.
A fun activity, designed for groups in a unique environment, where history and family
tradition are linked to the magic of the world of wine.
This is the perfect combination of a work meeting/presentation with a guided tour, tasting
and a different game, where players will have to cooperate in a relaxed atmosphere full
of fun.
Price per person: to consult
Commission: 10%
Minimum number of assistants: 8 people

CONTACT / RESERVATION
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Company: CELL PAGO DE LARRAINZAR
Contact Person: Marian San Martín
Telephone: (+34) 609 606 188 | (+34) 948 550 421
Mail: info@pagodelarrainzar.com
Web: www.pagodelarrainzar.com
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CELLAR OTAZU

VINEYARD VISIT AND GUIDE TASTE
EXPERIENCE
Presentation of Bodega Otazu
Bodega Otazu is located in a beautiful valley only 8 km away from Pamplona surrounded by the Sierra
del Perdón and Sierra del Sarbil with the Arga river as a natural boundary. It is one of the few Spanish
wineries that obtained the highest certification for the quality of its terroir: Pago Appellation of Origin,
guaranteeing the selection as well as the unique and outstanding personality of its wines. Its 110
hectares of vineyard constitute the only source for making unique wines of outstanding personality.
Wine tourism concept in Otazu is a universe where history, culture, art, nature, terroir and emotions
are part of… The beauty of Bodega Otazu can be experienced through tours, tastings, wine & food
pairings or any kind of customized experiences and events such as weddings or company meetings.
Bodega Otazu: History, Art, Nature and Wine.

“PAGO DE OTAZU” Tour & Tasting*:

EXPERIENCE
THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING A WINEMAKER
A unique opportunity to play a key role in one of the most the crucial phases of
winemaking: the final blending. You will enjoy a complete tour of the winery, starting in
the Feudal Estate dating back from the 12th Century. On the way back to the winery you
will discover the particularities of our single-estate vineyard, before entering the
winemaking room, bottling room and our barrels room internationally known as the
“Wine Cathedral”. During the winemaking activity participants get acquainted with all the
phases which lead a grape to be part of a great wine. With the supervision of the technical
team, participants play with different blends to understand how each grape variety can
influence on the wine and eventually arrive to a dreamed wine, designed by the “
new winemakers”. A great team building activity.

A 120 minutes’ tour to learn about the history of the winery, its ancient building turned into a wine
museum and art center with masterpieces of prestigious international artists. You will also discover the
winemaking room where the splendid underground barrel’s room stands out, an architectural reference
internationally known as the “Wine Cathedral”. The tour ends with a tasting of 2 wines paired with 2 sorts
of tapas.

OTAZU PRIVATE CELLAR PROGRAM
This is a unique experience for VIP participants where taste and emotions collide together
to create a custom barrel (225 lt) of uniquely blended red wine.

Price: 34,95 € / person

CORPORATE VENUE: SPECIAL SPACES FOR BUSINESS MEETINGS OR CONFERENCES
With view over the barrels room, with possibilities of lunches or dinners for groups of
maximum 260 people seated. Our installations include all the material and equipment
such as wifi, projectors, screens and microphones.

“SEÑORÍO DE OTAZU” Tour & Tasting*
A tour of 150 minutes that, in addition to the tour “PAGO DE OTAZU”, also includes a walk at the historic
Lordship which is composed of a Romanesque Church from the 12th Century consecrated to Saint
Esteban, a defense tower from the 14th Century and a Palace from the 16th Century, in addition to the
contemporary art pieces exhibited in this area. This tour ends with a tasting of 3 wines paired with 3
sorts of tapas.
Price: 44,95 € / per person

WEDDING CELEBRATIONS
Bodega Otazu offers an idyllic setting to celebrate weddings. A place where cultural
heritage, contemporary art and avant-garde architecture constitute a permanent picture
and where the worship of nature takes shape in a grandiose vineyard; a natural habitat for
emotions.
A place with a taste of wine, art, culture and history.
We offer the possibility of celebrating your entirely personalized dreamed wedding in a
special place so that this remains a memorable day. Civil or religious ceremony in the
St. Esteban Romanesque Church of the 12th Century, wedding banquet served by our
catering Bb Otazu, wedding photography, etc. A unique celebration, full of charm with
amazing views.
.

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: BODEGAS OTAZU
Contact Person: Marian San Martín
Telephone: (+34) 948 329 200
Mail: info@otazu.com
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ENOLOGY

CELLAR PAGO DE CIRSUS & CELLAR IRACHE

CELLAR GUIDE VISIT & TASTE
EXPERIENCE
VISIT & TASTE:
• Guided tour to the winery (it lasts 1 hour).
• Tasting of 3 wines. Navarre D.O. and Pago Finca Bolandín D.O.
• Appetizer of ham and Navarrese cheeses.
Price 16€ (VAT Included).Saturdays & Sundays.

PARIRING MENU
• Appetizer
• Starter
• Main course
• Dessert
• Bread, water and coffee
• Paired with wines of our winery
Precio 45€ (IVA Incluido)

BODEGA IRACHE
• Visit to the Fountain of Wine.
• Guided tour to the winery (it lasts 1:30 h).
• Tasting of 3 wines Navarre D.O.
• Appetizer of ham and Navarrese cheese, Saturdays
Price 16€ (VAT included) Saturdays

CONTACTO / RESERVAS
Company: CANTINES PAGO DE CIRSUS
Cellar Telephone: (+34) 948 386 427
Hotel Telephone: (+34) 948 386 426
Web: www.pagodecirsus.com

CONTACTO / RESERVAS
Company: CANTINAS IRACHE
Telephone: (+34) 615 718 806
Contact Person: Naudii Romero
Web: www.irache.com/es
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CULTURAL

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

MEDIEVAL TOWNS
PACKED WITH HISTORY

NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL

THE CLASSIC HEMINGWAY TOUR
IN THE NAVARRE PYRENEES

EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE

MEDIEVAL TOWNS PACKED WITH HISTORY

HEMINGWAY CLASSIC TOUR

You will visit the Monastery of La Oliva, a Cistercian monastery founded in the mid-12th
century, which was once one of the most important in the Kingdom of Navarre for its
architecture, library and territorial possessions.
After the visit, you’ll make your way to the village of Ujué, built on top of a hill, which
was once a stronghold, first against the Muslims and later against the neighbouring
kingdom of Aragón. At its highest point is the Church of Santa María, which looks more
like a fortress than a sanctuary. Inside it houses an image of the Virgin Mary, one of the
most beautiful Romanesque sculptures in Navarre. There you’ll enjoy a traditional lunch
of shepherd’s bread crumbs, known as migas, and lamb grilled over vine shoots.
Having recovered your strength, you’ll make your way to the medieval town of Olite,
royal seat of the Kingdom of Navarre which still has its medieval structure of narrow
streets lined with stone houses and two important churches. Here you will visit its
Royal Palace.
To end the day you’ll head for an equestrian farm spread over more than 200,000 m2
with 35 horses, a team of oxen and 50 wild bulls. Here you will enjoy an equestrian
display and take a jaunt in a horse-drawn carriage; for the boldest members of the group,
there will be the opportunity of a short ride around the installations on horseback.
PRICE: consult

Our Hemingway Tour is a delightful walking tour
to discover the Navarran Pyrenees as we follow
in the footsteps of Ernest Hemingway. It is a day
trip which includes visits to places enjoyed by
Hemingway as well as gastronomic experiences
related to his life and work.
Did you know that Ernest Hemingway loved
places with tastes and identities of their own?
Through his books, letters, and articles, he instills
in us the idea that the world is a very fascinating
place and that we should venture out there and
discover it for ourselves.
In Navarre, Ernest Hemingway found an
unexpected land that bedazzled him. His traveller
spirit takes us into a variety of landscapes, where
we try regional dishes and exquisite foods and
wines of Navarre.
OUR TOUR
Following in the steps of Hemingway, our Hemingway Tour takes us from Pamplona to
different iconic places in the Navarran Pyrenees. Meet in Plaza Castillo for a brief
introduction to Hemingway’s Pamplona. Walk along the banks of the Irati River, where
Hemingway loved fishing. Retrace his steps to the town of Aribe and enjoy local foods
and Navarran wine. Visit the surroundings of the town of Orbaizeta, and the heart of
the Selva de Irati Forest. Visit the town of Burguete, where Hemingway used to stay.
Here we have a sit down lunch, Hemingway style. This is a walking tour for which
sturdy footwear is recommended. However, if there are non-walkers in the group they
are welcome to stay on the bus which will take them directly to the town of Aribe.
* Please note that the weather can be changeable so dress accordingly.
PRICE: from 120€ / person

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com
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CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 628 601 560
Mail: info@northernspaintravel.com
Webs: www.northernspain.travel | www.heartofpamplona.com
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LEYRE HOTEL-HOSPEDERÍA

LIVING PEACE ·
MONASTERY OF LEYRE
EXPERIENCE
LIVING PEACE · Monastery of Leyre
Located in the Sierra de leyre, just 50kms from
Pamplona along the highway, the Monastery of Leyre
is one of the most important monuments in Navarra.
It is surrounded by woodlands and pathways and,
from its esplanade, visitors can take in the
magnificence of its scenery, ranging from the nearby
Yesa water reservoir to the far distant peaks of the
Pyrenees. Adjoins the monastery, the Hotel
Hospedería de Leyre offers 32 recently-refurbished
rooms, whit ensuite bathroom, central heating, ceiling
fan, mosquito nets, hair dryer and WiFi. The Restaurant
looks onto the Patio de los Canteros (stonemason’s
patio); Visitors can enjoy an exquisite menu prepared
with fresh local produce, including sturgeons and
caviar form the nearby fish farm at Yesa.
The Monastery Guided Tour Service offers visitors the
opportunity to take a journey though the history of
Navarra, a history which is reflected in this
monumental complex which holds many or the
secrets of the Old Kingdom Gregorian Chants at Leyre: The Monastery of Leyre is
a living monument, inhabited and cared for by a Benedictine Community which invites
everyone wishing to do so, to take part in its daily liturgies.

DAY 1
* Arrival at the Monastery of Leyre
* Tasting of cava and organic caviar
* Assistance to the Office of Vespers to hear the Gregorian Chant of the monks
* Dinner at the restaurant of Leyre
* Lodging at the Hotel Hospedería de Leyre

DAY 3
Breakfast buffet and check-out.
ACTIVITIES SUGGESTIONS
* Visit to the Castle of Javier. Tel: (+34) 948 884 024. E-mail: castillodejavier@jesuitas.es
* Pilot for a day at the Lumbier Flight Center. Tel: (+34) 610 461 941
E-mail: consultas@pyrineum.com
* Descent Foz de Lumbier with Nattura. Tel + 34 671247596
Visit Josenea: Finca of aromatic and medicinal plants in Lumbier. Tel: (+ 34) 662 381 227
E-mail: visitas@josenea.bio
PRICE / PERSON AT DOUBLE ROOM
195€ High Season (Holy Week and from July 1st to September 15th)
185€ Low Season (rest of the year)
* It includes 2 nights accommodation in a double room, 2 breakfasts, 1 meal, 2 dinners,
a guided tour, tasting cava and caviar and tasting Licour of Leyre and txantxigorri cake.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: LEYRE HOTEL HOSPEDERÍA
Address: c/ Monasterio de Leyre - 31410 Yesa (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 884 100
Mail: hotel@monasteriodeleyre.com
Web: www.monasteriodeleyre.com

DAY 2
* Buffet breakfast
* Guided visit to the monastery of Leyre
* Walk to the Fountain of San Virila (without guide)
* Meal in the restaurant of Leyre
* Tasting of the liquor of Leyre, elaborated by the monks and the cake of Txantxigorri
* Dinner at the Restaurante de Leyre
* Lodging at the Hospedería de Leyre
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CULTURAL
NAVARSOL TRAVEL AGENCY

ANOTHER WAY TO KNOW
THE NAVARRO PYRENEES
EXPERIENCE

EXPRESS PIRINEO NAVARRO
Routes of Green Valleys, Noble Pink stone hamlets and large balconies, enchanted towns
with their caves and witches, mild climate of mills, land of hidalgos, palaces, smugglers
and hunters, who live with architectures Belle Epoque, DO YOU WANT TO EXPERIENCE IT?
Day 1 – PAMPLONA
Arrival – Lunch – Guide Visit arround Pamplona - Dinner
Day 2 - BAYONA – BIARRITZ – ELIZONDO-VALLE DEL BAZTÁN
Bayona – Biarritz - (Traslate to the hotel for lunch) - Arizkun – Amaiur – Elizondo (Dinner)
Day 3 - ELIZONDO-RONCESVALLES – SAINT JEAN DE PIED PORT
SAINT JEAN-PIED-DE-PORT - RONCESVALLES (Luch and Guide Visit) – Traslate at
hotel for Dinner Cena and accomodation.
Day 4 - PAMPLONA
Breakfast – free morning – gastronomy experience at lunch Experiencias gastronómicas
almuerzo following our Pintxos Route eatting and drinking around some pubs at down
town in Pamplona. End of our services
Price/Person 290 € (Group minimum 25 People)
Price/Person 540 € (Minimum 2 People)
Price/Person 780 € (day 1º to 4º with guide and car) Minimum two people
Price Included:
- Accommodation at Baztan Hotel 3*** Elizondo. Services according programm
- Accommodation at Misonnave Hotel 4**** Pamplona
- Food régimen according itinerary
- Rent Car (2-5 person) Not included group
- Local Guides at destination
- Detailed visit at program
-Travel insurance

PAMPLONA: HISTORY, PARTY AND
GASTRONOMY, EVERY YEAR
EXPERIENCE
PAMPLONA EXPRESS (2 DAYS)
1ºst DAY.
Pick up at hotel + Lunch at one of our history down town Restaurant (Tasting Menu) + Complete
Visita round Pamplona (Bulls travel + Bulls Place) + Accommodation at 4**** Hotel
(at History down town)

2nd Day
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Meeting with our staff to visit Pamplona’s Down Town + Cathedral Museum. Lunch at our Pintxos
Route at tree pubs at Down Town. Included: Accommodation 4**** Hotel at down town (
1 night + Breakfast + Lunch at Restaurant not included drinks + Guided visit at Pamplona + Luch
at our famous Pintxos Route

PRICE: 245€/Person

NAVARSOL TRAVEL AGENCY

NAVARRA OF CINEMA
EXPERIENCE

Itineraries of green valleys, noble hamlets of pink stone and large balconies, enchanted cities with theirs.
Caves and witches, temperate climate of mills, land of hidalgos, palaces, smugglers and hunters.
DAY 1 - PAMPLONA
Arrival in Pamplona and transfer to the restaurant for lunch.
Visit through Pamplona; Casco Antiguo de Pamplona, Tour of the San Fermin limits, Plaza del
Ayuntamiento, Pamplona city walls and the Church of San Nicolás will show us the history of the old
one. Burgos and the creation of a single municipality. After the visit, transfer to Hotel Pamplona. dinner.
DAY 2 - BAYONA - BIARRITZ - ELIZONDO-VALLE DEL BAZTÁN
Breakfast and departure to BAYONA, the city located north of the French Basque Country. We will
arrive BIARRITZ, a traditional vacation spot for rich families, as evidenced by its homes and palaces,
and its 6 km of beaches with therapeutic properties exploited by spas and Thalassotherapy has
positioned it as a quality tourist destination. Back to the hotel. lunch, departure to visit ARIZKUN and
AMAIUR, picturesque villages of the valley of Baztán and ELIZONDO, that we will surprise you with its
many mansions and palaces and where we will have dinner and we will stay to finish the day.
DAY 3 - ELIZONDO-RONCESVALLES - SAINT JEAN DE PIED PORT
Breakfast and departure to SAINT JEAN-PIED-DE-PORT, a beautiful French city near Ostabat, where
three of the great Jacobean roads converge within the French territory, surrounded by pink stone walls,
cobbled streets and landmarks of old houses, we will continue towards RONCESVALLES.
You will have lunch and visit its monumental Collegiate Church and the starting point of the Giacobina
road. towards santiago de compostela. Back to the hotel. Dinner and accommodation
DAY 4 - TRAIN DEL RHUNE - ZUGARRAMURDI - AINHOA
Breakfast and free morning. Optional excursion to SARE, Tren de la Rhune, an old car from which we
will have a magnificent view. I return to the hotel for the lunch. Departure to AINHOA and
ZUGARRAMURDI, Population known for its caves, stage of the Akelarres (meetings of Bruges), we will
visit one of its caves (entrance included) Return to the hotel. Dinner and accommodation
DAY 5 - SAN JUAN DE LUZ - HENDAYA - ELIZONDO
Breakfast and departure to visit SAN JUAN DE LUZ, former pirate refuge and current tourist center for
Belle Epoque style construction, beaches and spas. We will continue with your neighbor.
ENDAYA and we will return to the hotel for lunch. In the afternoon visit of ELIZONDO, and its manifolds.
Manor houses and palaces, to return to the hotel with dinner and accommodation.
DAY 6 - BERA DEL BIDASOA - PAMPLONA
Breakfast and departure for the visit of BERA DEL BIDASOA, a typical town of the Pyrenees of Navarra
that has a beautiful country house and that houses in its interior the church of San Esteban Protomartir,
one of the best organs of Europe. I return to the hotel for the lunch. The end of the trip
PRICE PER PERSON 490 EURO (Minimum group 25 people)
PRICE PER PERSON 740 EUROS (Minimum 2 People)
PRICE PER PERSON 940 EURO (2 to 5 days with guide and car) Minimum 2 people
The price includes:
- Stay at Hotel Baztán 3 *** Elizondo. Services based on programs.
- Stay at the Hotel Maisonnave 4 **** Pamplona + Lunch at a restaurant in Pamplona and
Roncesvalles. - Car rental for 1 to 5 people. Group not included
- Local destination guide + Detailed visits in the program + Travel insurance

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: NAVARSOL AGENZIA DI VIAGGIO
Address: Avda Sancho El Fuerte, 8 - 31007 Pamplona
Telephone: (+34) 948 198 758 | Fax: (+34) 948 171 735
Mail: info@navarsol.com
Web: www.navarsol.com
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NATURE

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

DISCOVERING
THE BAZTAN VALLEY

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

SEÑORÍO DE BERTIZ:
A DELIGHTFUL NATURAL PARK

EXPERIENCIA

EXPERIENCE

DISCOVERING THE BAZTAN VALLEY

SEÑORÍO DE BERTIZ

The Baztan Valley is a land of hidalgos, of Indians who came back from overseas, of
smugglers, shepherds and pilgrims who would make their way to Santiago by the
alternative route wending its way through the valley. Numerous medieval and stately
mansions adorn the villages dotted throughout the Baztan Valley.
You’ll visit the Zugarramurdi Caves, where blood-soaked tradition has it that the witches
would hold their covens. There you can also have a look around the Witches Museum
which takes visitors through the tales and legends surrounding the inquisition process of
1610.
At the end of the tour, you’ll stop in the village of Urdaxfor a wander through its streets
with their emblazoned houses built by the returning Indianos. Notable among its many
attractions are the ancient 9th century Monastery of San Salvador and the mill built in the
early 18th century, which you can also visit.
You’ll enjoy a traditional lunch in the Altxuneasteak house in Ituren. In the afternoon,
you’ll visit the Jauregia Palace in Irurita as well as the town of Elizondo, the capital and
commercial centre of the Baztan Valley. The town is well known for its sprawling Basque
houses, alongside numerousmansionsin pureIndianostyle built by the emigrants
returning from America. Here you can either stroll through its streets or visit the Baztan
Ethnographic Museum.

The Bertiz Natural Park has more than two thousand hectares
of beech, oak and chestnut trees providing shelter for numerous
animal species.
The area you will visit is an exotic botanical garden with 120
species of trees and shrubs located in the lower area of the
park, on the banks of the River Bidasoa. The park has a Nature
Interpretation Centre where its rich heritage is explained to tourists.
You will make your way to the Leurtza lakes and to Amaiur, a fairy-tale town where you
can taste a delicious corn tortilla made in one of the few traditional mills still working
today, run solely on the water power that moves the huge millstone.

PRICE: consult

PRICE: consult

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

FROM THE PYRENEES OF NAVARRE
TO THE ARBAYÚN CANYON
EXPERIENCE
FROM THE PYRENEES OF NAVARRE
TO THE ARBAYÚN CANYON

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
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Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com

The town of Roncalis the geographic centre of the Valley and
birthplace of the universally-famous tenor Julián Gayarre,
whose mortal remains lie in a mausoleum, the work of
Benlliure. You’ll have the opportunity to discover the Belagua
Valley. On a clear day, the view from this point is magnificent.
With summits of more than 2,000 metres and the Belagua Valley itself, glacial in origin.
After lunch in the pretty town of Isaba, you’ll head for Ochagavía,the most populated
location in the Salazar Valley, considered to be one of the most beautiful in Navarre, a
place of cobbled streets and stone houses with flat tile roofs and overhanging eaves.
And to end the day, you’ll visit the Foz de Arbayún,a spectacular canyon carved out by
the River Salazar, which continues to run along its bottom. Thanks to its geographical
location and to its diversity of microclimates, here the vegetation is exuberant with an
enormous variety and wealth of flowers.
PRICE: consult
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THE WAY OF ST. JAMES

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

THE WAY OF ST. JAMES ·
THE FRENCH ROUTE
EXPERIENCE
You will visit the Orreaga/Roncesvalles monument complex, built in the late 12th and
early 13th centuries. Outstanding in the architectural ensemble is the Collegiate Church
of Saint Mary with its beautiful Gothic wood sculpture of Our Lady and its 17th century
cloister, the 12th century Chapel of the Holy Spirit or Silo of Charlemagne, or Santiago
Church.
After the visit, you’ll stop on the IBAÑETA HEIGHT (Valcarlos), a must at this point, not
only for its historical references, but also for the splendid panoramic views it affords. At
the top is the new San Salvador hermitage and the monument to Roldán, a monolith
commemorating the Battle of Roncesvalles, when the troops of Charlemagne were
beaten by the Vascones in the year 778.
After lunch at a traditional restaurant, you’ll take a look around Saint Jean de Pie de Port,
the last French town on the Way of St. James before crossing into Spain. The town is the
capital of Lower Navarre, a region which belonged to Navarre until 1527.

TOURIST EXPERIENCES PAMPLONA / NAVARRA 2019
Hotel and Tourism Association of Navarre

CR LISTEN

THE WAY OF ST. JAMES
EXPERIENCES

SELF-GUIDED FOR INDEPENDENT TRAVELLERS
Walk “The Way” your way, at your own pace. From 5 to 35 days. The complete Camino or
by sections from/to the main cities, according to your available time. Accommodation,
luggage transport and most meals provided.
* Full support by telephone in English for the duration of your journey.

THE WAY BY BIKE
We help you with all the logistics
Bike, accommodation, road book, assistance luggage transfer and travel insurance.

ESCORTED GROUP PILGRIMAGES
Organise a guided pilgrimage for your group.
Programs from 9 - 35 days. With expert guides, accommodation, most meals and luggage
transport. Visits and coordination with local spiritual groups or event.

PRECIO: consultar

JOURNEYS ALONG THE WAYS

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com
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* The French Camino
* The Northern Camino
* The Portuguese Camino
* Navarre: Baztan Valley
* Primitive Camino
* Ignatian Way
* The Camino in sections
* The Camino Highlights.
* Three Ways to Santiago
* Customized routes with
* Private vehicle and driver guide

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: CR LISTEN
Address: Plaza Higa de Monreal, 3, 3ºA - 31191 Beriain (Navarra)
Contact: Úrsula León | Telephone: (+34) 665 555 920
Mail: ursula@crlisten.com | info@crlisten.com
Webs: www.pilgrimpathways.com | www.crlisten.com

TOURIST EXPERIENCES PAMPLONA / NAVARRA 2019
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THE WAY OF ST. JAMES

CR LISTEN

CR LISTEN

THE WAY OF ST. JAMES ·
By stages

CAMINO DE SANTIAGO
Camino Highlights and on bike

EXPERIENCE
THE WAY OF ST. JAMES

EXPERIENCE
Double room
(from)

1 stage : Roncesvalles -Logroño 139 kms
(8 days / 7 nights “Navarre, the first of the Way”)
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport + 5 dinners **
2 stage : Logroño – Burgos 124,5 kms
7 days / 6 nights
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport + 4 dinners **
3 stage : Burgos – León 181 kms
10 days / 9 nights
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport + 7 dinners **
4 stage : León – O Cebreiro 153 kms
8 days / 7 nights
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport + 6 dinners **
5 stage: O Cebreiro – Santiago Compostela 156 kms
9 days / 8 nights
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport + 7 dinners **
5B stage: Sarria – Santiago Compostela 114 kms
7 days / 6 nights “The last 100 kilometers”
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport
Accommodation + breakfast + luggage transport + 5 dinners **

CAMINO HIGHLIGHTS: Roncesvalles-Santiago

Double room
(from)
* Single room (consult)

10 days / 9 nights (74 kms on foot + private transport)
Autoguided
576€

660€

668€

750€

502€

639€

565€

702€

9 nights accommodation with breakfast, luggage transport,
travel insurance. Reception in Pamplona and transfer to
Roncesvalles. Private transportation and driver for the entire route.
Paradores in Santiago and León, singular rural lodgings, dinners,
Enoturismo experience in La Rioja, picnics, travel insurance,
local mobile device.

2-4 paxs

5-7 paxs

+8 paxs

Selection of monumental and representative sections of the
Camino landscape, from Roncesvalles in the Navarrese Pyrenees
to Santiago de Compostela while appreciating the most
important cities, monuments of the plateau. (Burgos, Astorga,
Ponferrada)

296€

1.958€

1.927€

645€

861€

750€

966€

534€

683€

THE WAY BY BIKE

627€

775€

Roncesvalles – Santiago de Compostela 15 days / 14 nights

558€

738€

696€

820€

498€

603€

625€

698€

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: CR LISTEN
Address: Plaza Higa de Monreal, 3, 3ºA - 31191 Beriain (Navarra)
Contact: Úrsula León | Telephone: (+34) 665 555 920
Mail: ursula@crlisten.com | info@crlisten.com
Webs: www.pilgrimpathways.com | www.crlisten.com

Single room
(from)

Double room
(from)

Single
room
(from)

189€

On request

14 nights accommodation in selected accommodations.
Breakfasts
Transportation of luggage. Bicycle for rent and personalization.
Transfer to the starting point. Pick up and return of the bicycle.
Travel insurance.

* All prices indicated above are per person and include insurance and travel dossier.
** Dinners are not included in the main cities, leaving freedom to choose between the varied
gastronomic offer.
*** Prices are approximate, may vary according to availability and season.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: CR LISTEN
Address: Plaza Higa de Monreal, 3, 3ºA - 31191 Beriain (Navarra)
Contact: Úrsula León | Telephone: (+34) 665 555 920
Mail: ursula@crlisten.com | info@crlisten.com
Webs: www.pilgrimpathways.com | www.crlisten.com
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THE WAY OF ST. JAMES
IL CAMINO DI SANTIAGO
BED4YOU

SPECIAL PILGRIM
EXPERIENCE
Price in double room for single use: 45 euros VAT included.
Price in double room: 50 euros VAT included.
Price in triple room: 65 euros VAT included.
• Accommodation
• Buffet breakfast from 6 in the morning with fresh products and natural orange juice
• Gym & sauna
• Free parking
• Pack of tourist information of the Way of Santiago
• The hotel is connected to the center of Pamplona by city bus. The line has a frequency
of 15 minutes and operates both by day and by night.
Reservations at 948 292 808 or at pamplona@bed4uhotels.com
Valid offer every day of the week. Excepting San Fermin Festivak from 5 to14th july,
and Semana Santa 2019.

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: BED 4 U HOTELES
Telephone: (+34) 948 292 808
Mail: pamplonabed4uhotels.com
Web: www.bed4uhotels.com
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HUNTING

COTO VALDORBA HOTEL RESTAURANT

COTO VALDORBA HUNTING PRESERVE + HOTEL + ACTIVITIES
EXPERIENCE
HUNTING PRESERVE + HOTEL + RESTAURANTE
Valdorba is located between the dry region of the South and the Pyrenees in the North of
Navarre, being able to enjoy Mediterranean forests alternating with beech and oak
Atlantic forests, as well as fields of cereal with wildflowers, mushrooms and truffles, the
treasure that Valdorba trees hide among its roots that visitors can enjoy in season, and
results in the area to important mycological routes and careful cuisine.
For lovers of art, in the silence of the Valley emerge, timid but impressive, some of the
most beautiful Romanesque churches in our community, grouped in a Romanesque
route which has guided visits.
Romans, Templars and medieval knights traveled around here leaving vestiges that still
today can be admired. “The chapel of the Christ of Cataláin”, known for its portico and
built in the middle of the 12th century; The “Rock oil mill of Solchaga“, The “Church of
Eristain”, and the frescoes that treasures inside, “The Chapel of Etxano”, unique
Romanesque church with all its symbols of profane character in its ornamentation.
FLEXIBLE PACKAGES
* From September 1st to March 31st 2019 (Partridges)
Hunting 10 partridges + Acommodation at Hotel**** (Full Board)
Clay pigeon shooting 4 tickets (100 plates) ó Paintball 100 balls
* From April 1st to August 31st 2019 (Quails)
Hunting 50 quails + Acommodation at Hotel**** (Full Board)
Clay pigeon shooting 4 tickets (100 plates) ó Paintball 100 balls
PRICE PER PERSON: 328€
Dates: from April 1st to August 31st

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: COTO VALDORBA HOTEL RESTAURANT
Address: c/ Santa María de Sansoain, 17 - 31395 Sansoain (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 721 021
Mail: coto@valdorba.com
Web: www.valdorba.com
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CYCLING

NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL

HEMINGWAY TOUR MBT – NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
EXPERIENCE
Ernest Hemingway’s writings highlight the idea that the world is a very fascinating and
enjoyable place to be explored and enjoyed.
Our Hemingway MBT package is a mountain bike adventure into the Navarran Pyrenees.
Leaving the Provincial capital of Pamplona we cycle across the Irati Forest, a portion of
the St. James Way (Camino de Santiago) and into the Navarran Basque lands to one of
the most picturesque villages in the region, Ochagavia. The route takes you along country
paths, through rugged terrain, and lands full of history and culture - as well as great foods
and wines, along with that Hemingway touch – passing through the villages and
countryside he himself cherished - natural surroundings and rural communities where
he loved to converse with the locals.
So, there’s plenty to nourish the body and soul!
PRICE: from 1.180€
INCLUDED:
* 4 nights at rural acommodation
* 4 dinners
* 4 breakfast
* 5 Lunch
* Transport
* Guíde
* Maillot NST

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 628601560
Mail: info@northernspaintravel.com
Webs: www.northernspain.travel | www.heartofpamplona.com
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GOLF

LIZASO PITCH & PUTT SPORT CLUB

GOLF: PITCH & PUTT LIZASO EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE
GOLF: PITCH & PUTT LIZASO EXPERIENCE
Course with a lot of desire to bring you an exciting sport, made in your measure, young,
vital and in a unique natural environment, an activity. tremendously relaxing, at the
same time fun. Do not worry about the material, we will provide it to you.
FAST: Pitch & Putt is fast, very fast and is very motivating. Travel in just 1h 30

ECONOMIC: Pitch & Putt is an affordable sport, cheap
SOCIAL: yes. Approximate, fun, accessible
SIMPLE: playing golf without complication
(* We will provide the material)

FARES 2018/2019
Persons

Weekday

Weekend

1 / 2 people

12€ / person

15€ / person

3 to 5 people

10€ / person

12€ / person

6 to 10 people

8€ / person

10€ / person

11 or more people

6€ / person

8€ / person

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: LIZASO PITCH & PUTT SPORT CLUB
Address: c/ San Simón, 49ª, 31799 Lizaso (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 619 700 456
Mail: info@lizasogolf.com
Webs: www.lizasogolf.com
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EQUESTRIAN

EXPERIENCE

AÑÉZCAR EQUESTRIAN CENTER

SPAIN BY HORSE

TRAIL 7: WAY OF ST. JAMES
Possibility of doing part of any stage (Please enquire)
1st STAGE: 2.970€

3rd STAGE: 2.970€

RONCESVALLES - ZUBIRI: 23 Km.
ZUBIRI - PAMPLONA: 21 Km.
PAMPLONA - PTE. LA REINA: 26 Km.
PUENTE LA REINA - ESTELLA: 28 Km.
ESTELLA - LOS ARCOS: 22 Km.
LOS ARCOS - VIANA: 23 Km.
VIANA - NAVARRETE: 23 Km.
NAVARRETE - NÁJERA: 18 Km.
NÁJERA - STO. DOMINGO DE
LA CALZADA: 22 Km.

ASTORGA - RABANAL DEL CAMINO: 20 Km.
RABANAL - PONFERRADA: 31 Km.
PONFERRADA - TRABADELO: 31 Km.
TRABADELO - OCEBREIRO: 18 Km.
O CEBREIRO - SAMOS: 30 Km.
SAMOS - PORTOMARIN: 36 Km.
PORTOMARIN - PALAS DEL REY: 24 Km.
PALAS - ARZUA: 28 Km.
ARZUA - SANTIAGO: 37 Km.

TRAIL 2: PARQUE NATURAL DE LAS BARDENAS (1.166€)

2nd STAGE: 3.960€

3 days. Riding level: intermediate. Group of 5-8 riders
3 days to explore the wild beauty of the Bardenas Nature Park
Between 20 - 30 km a day

STO. DOMINGO - BELORADO: 22 Km.
BELORADO - S. JUAN DE ORTEGA: 23 Km.
S. JUAN DE ORTEGA - BURGOS: 24 Km.
BURGOS - HONTANAS: 30 Km.
ONTANAS - BOADILLA DEL CAMINO: 28 Km.
BOADILLA - CARRIÓN DE LOS CONDES: 24 Km.
CARRIÓN - TERRADILLO DE LOS TEMPARIOS: 26 Km.
TERRADILLO - CALZAD. LOS HERMANILLOS: 25 Km.
CALZADILLA - MANSILLA DE LAS MULAS: 23 Km.
MANSILLA - LEÓN: 14 Km.
LEON - S. MARTÍN DEL CAMINO: 24 Km.
S. MARTÍN - ASTORGA: 23 Km.

Prices include
* Horse hire and transport
* Back-up car for the Way of St James
* Guide
* Insurance
* Accommodation in double room (single
room - please enquire)
* Breakfast and evening meal at the hotel.
Lunch in the countryside
* Taxi to take riders to the start of the trail and
to return to the hotel at the end of the day
* Transfer from the train station, bus station
or airport at Pamplona

EXPERIENCE
TRAIL 1: AÑÉZCAR - IRATI (1.485€)
4 days. Riding level: intermediate. Group of 5-8 riders.
Day 1. Añézcar - Ultzama. 26 kms. 5h
Day 2. Ultzama - Velate. 22km. 4h
Day 3. Velate - Monte Sayoa - Quinto Real - Eugi. 29 kms. 5h.
Day 4. Eugi – Irati- Embalse de Irabia. 39 kms - 6h

TRAIL 3: BARDENAS - CAÑADAS DE LOS RONCALESES (1.958€)
5 days. Riding level: intermediate. Group of 5-8 riders. The transhumance trail. From the
desert-like landscape of Las Bardenas as far as the Pyrenees mountains. 5 days on
horseback to enjoy the range of scenery and host of colours that form part of the
geography of Navarra.

TRAIL 4: LEKUNBERRI (1.111€)
3 days. Average riding level. 5-8 pax
Día 1. Añézcar - Lekunberri. 36 km. 6h
Día 2. Lekunberri - Huici - Lekunberri 11 Kms 4h.
Día 3 Lekunberri - San Miguel de Aralar 18 km. 4h.

TRAIL 5: ALTERNATIVA - LEKUNBERRI (1.111€)

Price per person for groups of 5 - 8 riders.
(For smaller or larger groups, please enquire).
Service starts on the first day at the meet-up point
and ends after breakfast on the last night of the
stay.

3 days. Riding level: all levels from beginners 5-8 pax
Departures 3 days from Lekunberri *, to explore the surroundings
* First day: possibility of riding class for beginners at the Equestrian Club
Añézcar and ride on horseback through the countryside.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
TRAIL 6: NAVARRA MONUMENTAL (1.821€)
2-3 hours on horseback per day + cultural visit
4 days. Riding level: all levels from beginners. 5-8 pax
Day 1. Roncesvalles (colegiata) - Zubiri. Visit: Colegiata Roncesvalles.
Day 2. Zubiri - Pamplona. Visit: Cathedral, walls, Old Town of Pamplona
Day 3. Olite Palace - surroundings. Visit: Palace (Accommodation Parador of Olite)
Day 4. Leyre - Javier. Visit: Monastery of Leyre + Castle of Javier
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Company: AÑÉZCAR EQUESTRIAN CENTER
Address: Carretera Larragueta s/n, 31195 Añézcar (Navarra)
Contact: César Pérez de Zabalza
Telephone: (+34) 620 852 300 | (+34) 664 790 214
Mail: trading@cizurmenor.com
Web: anezcar.com
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BULLS

FINCA EL MONTECILLO

A TYPICAL SPANISH EXPERIENCE (BULLS)
EXPERIENCE
We are a Company with 30 years of experience organising typical spanish shows with
Bulls, horses and flamenco, and also offering our gastronomy and wines. We are located
in Milagro, Navarra, in a 10 hectare ranch, 45 minutes away from Pamplona. Our tradition
begins related to our bull fiesta, San Fermín. We have the San Fermín spirit, and we also
have the spanish spirit of tradition and fiesta. We can bring to our visitors the South of
Spain to this village in the North of Spain. What we offer is basicaly, the spanish experience.
Tasting, visiting, feeling and even being a bullfighter for a day. We offer a day programme,
which includes visiting livestocks, horses and bull shows, and performances, flamenco
shows… master classes of bull fighting or horse riding, this can be completed with a
spanish menu in our restaurant El Montecillo. We have dining rooms with capacity for
400 people.

TAURINE ACTIVITIES (from 50€ / person)
* Visiting bravo bull farms: the bull in the countryside, his breeding and cares before the
moment he will be fighted in the arena.
* Toreo Shows by profesional bullfighters.
* Unique experience: Being a bullfighter for a day: a short course, with theory and
practice (with heifers, less than one year old bulls) imparted by bullfighters.

EQUESTRIAN ACTIVITIES (from 800€ / person)
* Guided visiting to horse breeding farms, with explanations about breeding, cares,
dressages…
* Equestrien shows: Spanish horse dancing, horses and flamenco, classic Dressage…

FLAMENCO: SEVILLANAS (from 600€ / person)
* Shows with Flamenco dancing and singing, guitar, classic spanish dancing

FOOD, WINE, GASTRONOMY
* Of course we have our tradicional cooking and wines.
* We can offer the classic spanish food as paella or we can offer our navarre food and
excelent wines, red, white and rosé.
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CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: FINCA EL MONTECILLO
Address: NA-134, Km. 29, 31320 Milagro (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 861 619 | (+34) 696 474 787
Mail: fernando@fincamontecillo.com
Webs: www.fincamontecillo.com
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BULLS

BULLRING OF PAMPLONA

EXPOSITION • GUIDED VISIT
EXPERIENCE
Come and get to know the heart of the Sanfermines
Visit the Pamplona bullring, an emblematic and unique place.
The bull pen, the bullring, the corrals, the big stable, the patio of the horses, the chapel…
the heart of the festival on a guided tour to get to know its history, the most curious
anecdotes, and everything related to the most emblematic place of San Fermín.
Enjoy a visit in which you will to get to know the festival in situ and be surprised by the
audiovisuals which will allow you to understand and experience for yourself what you
have always seen on television.
Step in to the arena of the second largest bullring in Spain and the most media-focussed,
take a cape, and pose for the photo of the trip!
Guided tours in Spanish at 11h, 12h, 13h, 16h, 17h, and 18h: tours in Basque, French, English,
and German can be arranged on the day.
For other languages please consult us.
We have audio guides in Spanish, Basque, Catalan, English, French, German, Dutch, Italian,
Portuguese and Chinese.
For company and family events and celebrations please consult us
Suitable for wheelchairs and pushchairs.
You can bring your pet provided that it is on a lead.
Free WIFI.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: PAMPLONA RINGBULL
Telephone: (+34) 948 225 389 / 610 712 064 / 636 722 045
Mail: info@plazatorospamplona.com
Web: www.feriadeltoro.com
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SAN FERMÍN

NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL

FOUR PACKAGES &
“A LA CARTE” SEPARATE EVENTS
EXPERIENCE
1. OUR 6th OF JULY SAN FERMIN EXPERIENCE
The 6th of July is phenomenal and it all begins in the Plaza Consistorial for one of the
greatest of ceremonies of San Fermin, theChupinazo from VIP balcony (Heaven for
photographers). The location is unbeatable and the event includes spectacular views, a
VIP buffet brunch with drinks galore, English speaking host and guides, and a photo call
with a professional photographer to capture the moment with friends and family. Then,
it is off to the Bullring with a bucket of cava on ice (Spanish Champagne) and bocatas to
watch a bullfight on horse: Spectacular, fast, daring, and extravagant. The early evening
offers us all a chance to sip on a cocktail and enjoy the Encierrillo, which is a silent
running of the bulls, giving us a chance to get a first glimpse of the bulls in action before
they run the streets of Pamplona the following morning, followed by a gourmet sit down
dinner in the heart of it all.
Date: Día 6 de julio
Time: 10:00 a 24:00 h.
Full package: 850€ / person
SEPARATE EVENTS
Opening Ceremony Event: 550€ / person
Bullfight on horse: 170€ / person
Encierrillo event with gourmet dinner: 175€ / person

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 628601560
Mail: info@northernspaintravel.com
Webs: www.northernspain.travel | www.heartofpamplona.com
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SAN FERMÍN

NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL

A FULL DAY IN SAN FERMIN - THE COMPLETE
& UNFORGETTABLE SAN FERMÍN EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE
2. A FULL DAY IN SAN FERMIN - THE COMPLETE & UNFORGETTABLE SAN FERMIN
EXPERIENCE
Rise and shine to the clatter of Pamplonicas and internationals getting ready to run with
the bulls and watch the run from one of our fabulous balcony locations, followed by our
Cultural Taurine Morning to learn about the taurine traditions, meet an expert runner and
discover gastronomic hotspots in the city. Our city walk takes us from the corrals to the
bullring to partake in a social taurine event, where we pop the cava (Spanish Champagne)
and watch the pairing of bulls to bullfighters. Late afternoon takes us to discover
El Vermutico – one of our cultural gastronomic customs where we saunder through the
historic quarter from one event to the next savoring dishes of all kinds; from traditional
pintxos to the most innovative culinary creations accompanied by the most
recommended wines. We end the day in our most beloved event of all our Fireworks
Cocktail Dinner Party overlooking the citadel to get a bird’s eye view of the International
Fireworks Competition while we enjoy gourmet morsels and fine wines, cava and
cocktails and dance the night away.
Date: July 7th to 14th
Time: 06:30 to 01:30 h.
Full package: 950€ / person
SEPARATE EVENTS
Running of the Bulls Balcony Event: from 130€ / person
Cultural Taurine Morning: 330€ / person
Afternoon Moveable Feast - Vermutico Tour: 350€ / person
Fireworks CocktailDinnerParty: 150€ / person

EXPERIENCE
3. THE MORNING VERMUTICO TOUR –OUR MOVEABLE FEAST
This is a gastronomic escapade into the colorful streets of the city and into the magical
world of exquisite pintxos and drinks. Join us on a movable feast for a combination of
cultural and social San Fermín moments and elaborate Navarre foods and drinks that
draw us into the local life of the Fiesta. Vermutico means much more than the name
Vermouth implies, but is a series of spectacular mid-morning experiences taking us right
into lunch time. We wander from one hotspot to the next, munching on elaborate
bite-size wonders and teasing our appetite with an artisanal vermouth. Get a feel for the
entire old quarter with stops along the way at the greatest of San Fermín events.
Date: July 7th to 14th
Time: 11:30 to 16:00 h.
Price: 350€ / person
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CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 628601560
Mail: info@northernspaintravel.com
Webs: www.northernspain.travel | www.heartofpamplona.com
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SAN FERMÍN

NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL

FOUR PACKAGES &
“A LA CARTE” SEPARATE EVENTS
EXPERIENCE
4. TAKE A BREAK FROM SAN FERMÍN TO DISCOVER THE REGION
A Splash of the Basque Coast - We are off on an adventure to the Basque Coast. This
corner of Northern Spain is in the heart and soul of the Basque culture. Get ready for a
day of Basque folklore, rolling green hills and exquisite seafood. We leave Pamplona to
discover another version of the San Fermín festival. Here is a little secret for you; there are
two San Fermín festivals going on at the same time. We are going to experience the
other version, the version few know and you will absolutely love - village style, full of
Basque folklore, music and gaiety. We drive coastward-bound to San Sebastian for lunch.
We leave the afternoon for snoozing on the soft sand of the Concha in San Sebastian,
along with a spa and beach session, to later jump on a catamaran for a cruise around the
Bay and coast, and lastly dinner out for pintxos in the Old Quarter of this well-known
gastro destination.
Date: July 7th to 9th
Time: 10:00 to 21:30 h.
Price: full package 600€ / person (minimum 4 people)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 628601560
Mail: info@northernspaintravel.com
Webs: www.northernspain.travel | www.heartofpamplona.com
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SAN FERMÍN

OVERTRAISL INCOMING

SAN FERMÍN
EXPERIENCE
VISIT TO PAMPLONA - EL ENCIERRO
Reception with the guide in Pamplona and guided tour with our expert San Ferminero
through the streets of the Encierro de Pamplona. From the hill of Santo Domingo to the
bulls place, we will get to know the most important and curious details of this 848-meter
route. End of activity for noon
Price from 2 people: 28 €
VISIT TO MEDIEVAL PAMPLONA
Pamplona from Roman times to dark ages; emergence of his kingdom, evolution and
disappearance of the state of Navarra. In addition to this we can know the history of the
walls, curiosities, archaeological discoveries, union of the burgos and many other topics
to the present.
Price from 2 people: 26€
VISIT TO HEMINGWAY
There is no doubt that the figure of Ernest Hemingway and Pamplona have consolidated
an inseparable binomial. On July 6, 1923 Ernest, and his wife Hadley, stepped on
Pamplona for the first time. Pamplona has returned the samples of affection that Ernest
Hemingway projected to this city, making a monument to his figure. Located in front of
the Bulls Place, next to the alley, giving way to the walk of its name.
Price from 2 people: 32€
BALCONY ENCIERRO, GUIDED VISIT TO THE ENCIERRO ROUTE, LUNCH AND SECTION (320€)
GUIDED VISIT ENCIERRO CIRCUIT AND LUNCH (96€)
ENCIERRO FROM BALCONY, GUIDE VITIS TO DE ENCIERRO ROUTE AND LUNCH (240€)

INCLUDE: Specialized guide and touristic material
Duration visits about 2 hours
Price per person (from 2 people)
Minimum visit: El Encierro 56€ | Medieval Pamplona 52€ | Hemingway and Pamplona 64€

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Address: c/ Sangüesa, 31 bajo - 31005 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 293 479
Mail: info@overtrailsincoming.eus
Web: www.overtrailsincoming.eus
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SAN FERMÍN

NOVOTUR - NAVARRE TOURISTIC GUIDES

SAN FERMÍN TOURS
EXPERIENCE
DISCOVERING PAMPLONA IN SAN FERMIN
A lot of people come to Pamplona with what we call a “Julius Cesar kind of attitude”: they
come, they see, they conquer and they go. Bucket list item ticked off the list. Next! But we
know you are different. We know you’ve been waiting for a long time for this. We know
you want to take it all in, mingle with the locals, try our wonderful gastronomy and learn
why we are the way we are and why we do the things we do. So, thank you for taking
the time to find out a little bit about us, our festival and our precious city.
Let us how where and when all the action is happening and make the most of your time
while in Pamplona!!
For an hour and a half, your friendly San Fermin guide will share some of the locals’
secrets, and will help you get acquainted with the city’s many charms during the festival.
Meeting point: outside Gran Hotel La Perla (Plaza del Castillo 1)
When: July 5th at 18:00 - July 6th No tour available - July 7th through 14th 13:00
Duratiobn: 1,5 hours
Price: 50€ / person
How: book with us in our website www.pamplonafiesta.com

EXPERIENCE
“LEARN HOW TO RUN THE ENCIERRO” TOUR
Question: Do you comprehend the implications of this sentence written by Hemingway
himself? “The bulls lowered their heads, charged the crowd. The crowd took to its heels, the
bulls stampeding in pursuit”. There are four keywords here we want to emphasize: bulls,
charged, stampeding and pursuit. These four words alone paint a very clear picture of what
you are about to face: a stampede of bulls charging against you and pursuing you for 875
meters. Another question: are you prepared for it? Sure, you’re very fit. Yes, you are an excellent
runner. And of course, you are an adrenaline junky. But probably never had to navigate your
way through a stampede of raging bulls averaging 1300 pounds in weight in a crowded and
narrow alley. If that’s the case and you are planning on running with the bulls in San Fermín,
you need to “learn how to run with local experts”.
Yes, there’s no denying it – we are talking about full on “crazy and wild”! However, thereare
some techniques we can teach you to have a safer run. These include:
-How to access the route of the run
-How when and where you should locate yourself depending on your physical abilities
and your fitness level
-What you should do before, during and after the run

Punto de encuentro: outside Gran Hotel La Perla (Plaza del Castillo 1)
When: every day from July 6th to the 13th at 16:00pm
Duration: 1 hour
Price: 50€ / person
How: Book with us in our website www.pamplonafiesta.com
Maximum 15 people per tour

Maximun 15 people per tour

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NOVOTUR - NAVARRE TOURISTIC GUIDES
Address: Av. Bayona 37, 6ºC, 31011 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) ) 629 661 604 | (+34) 617 348 844
Mail: francisco@novotur.com
Web: www.novotur.com
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SAN FERMÍN

NOVOTUR - NAVARRE TOURISTIC GUIDES

SAN FERMÍN TOURS
EXPERIENCE
BALCONY RENTAL
What a concept! Renting out a balcony? Just the balcony? Well, yes and no.
The balcony is the focal point of the event, but when you rent out a balcony, you are, in
fact, sharing a once-in-a-life-time experience with locals who know the event and, in
many cases, have run it themselves!
Renting a balcony in Pamplona during El Encierro gives you the incomparable
opportunity to feel the intensity of the chase, watch the intricate maneuvers of the
runners, hear the crowds cheer for their heroes…
And all, from a controlled and safe environment. And with a full stomach! Because, when
you rent a balcony in Pamplona from us, you will also be sharing a breakfast of local
produce which, we know you are going to love!
-We have a large number of balconies available ideally located in strategic vantage points
of the itinerary.
-We are locals (or expats who have lived in Pamplona for more than 15 years) with an
extensive knowledge of the bull run tradition and history.
-Our apartments are modern, well-presented and extremely clean.
-You’ll receive a Spanish-style breakfast before 8 am.
-You will not feel rushed at any point during this experience and will be able to take as
many photographs and/or videos as you’d like (however, please note that you will not be
able to use your tripod as there’s not enough space for everyone’s photographic
equipment in the balconies).
-We will replay the event after it’s finished on TV and comment on it.
PRICE: 150€ -200€ / person
How: Book with us in our website www.pamplonafiesta.com
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CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NOVOTUR - NAVARRE TOURISTIC GUIDES
Address: Av. Bayona 37, 6ºC, 31011 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) ) 629 661 604 | (+34) 617 348 844
Mail: francisco@novotur.com
Web: www.novotur.com
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SAN FERMÍN

NAVARSOL TRAVEL AGENCY

TREE WAYS TO LIVE SAN FERMÍN
EXPERIENCE

SAN FERMÍN EXPRESS (2 DAYS)
1st DAY: reception by our staff at the Hotel + Lunch at the Historic Town Restaurant +
Bullfighting tickets (shadow) + Balcony departure from Peñas + Dinner tapas +
Fireworks + Lodging at 4 **** Hotel (Downtown)
2nd DAY: meeting with our staff to go to see the Encierro with breakfast in the best
balconies 1st floor Estafeta Street + Dance Alpargata and full tour of the encierro
(Coralillos + San Fermín Chapel + Bullring Plaza)
Includes: Accommodation Hotel 4 **** City center 1 night + Lunch in a restaurant without
a drink + Shaded entrance +1 square in a balcony Preferential 1st floor to see the exit Peñas
and witnessing the day's confinement + Dinner Tapas and fires private terrace Baluarte +
Visit of Pamplona with a guide
PRICE ONE PERSON: 730€

EXPERIENCE
VIP SAN FERMÍN (3 DAYS)
1st DAY: reception by our staff at the Hotel + Lunch at Europa Restaurant 1 Michelin Star
+ Bullfighting tickets (shadow barrier) + Balcony departure from Peñas + Dinner tapas +
Fireworks + Lodging at 4 **** Hotel (Center)
2nd DAY: meeting with our staff to go to see the Encierro with breakfast in the best
balconies 1st floor Calle Estafeta + Baile Alpargata and visit full tour of the encierro
(Coralillos + San Fermín Chapel + Bullring Callejón) + section of the bulls n Patio de caballos
de la Plaza de Toros + Lunch in Restaurant in Estafeta Street without drinks + Lodging in
4 **** Hotel (Center)
3rd DAY: meeting with our staff to go to see the confinement of a unique and different
place at ground level in a Burladero in the middle of Calle Estafeta with breakfast and later
Sanferminero Lunch. Includes: Lodging Hotel 4 **** City Center 2 night + Lunch in Europa
restaurant and in Zanpa Restaurant without drinks + Entrance Shadowed barrier Bulls +1
square in balcony 1st floor to see exit Peñas and witnessing the day's closure + 1 place
preferential in our Burladero of Estafeta Street to see the encierro + Dinner Tapas and fires
private terrace Baluarte + Lunch Sanferminero and Visit of Pamplona with guide

EXPERIENCE
BALCONY LOCATION TO WATCH THE RUN BULLS
The Fiesta de San Fermín has a very special moment and its lived experience is unique
and that moment is the Encierro
100€/Persona
DISCOVER PAMPLONA IN SAN FERMIN
1.5 hour walk tour, we will show you the most important historical sites of the city,
as well as the most popular places of the party and we will recommend restaurants
and areas to go out at night. We will learn about our old kings, about Ernest Hemingway
and the traditions of San Fermín.
Price per person: € 50 PAX
OTHER ACTIVITIES IN SAN FERMÍN:
Balloon trip (Parties from the sky for 30 min): € 250 / Person
Lunch Sanferminero at 10:00 hrs .: € 25 / Person
Dance of the espadrille and tour visit of the encierro: € 35 / Person
Guided tour of Pamplona: € 50 / Person
Visit the corralillos where bulls are waitting the run, and the streets of the run bulls: 50€/P
Fireworks and tapas dinner: € 100 / Person
FULL DAY VIP PROGRAM: (acompañados por personal): Balcony run bulls + Lunch +
Pintxo + Food + RingBulls + Balcony looking the popular output from RingBulls with
pinchos and wine + Dinner Tapas + Fireworks:
Price: € 575 / Person
MORNING VIP PROGRAM: Balcony watching Runbulls + Lunch + Visit through
Pamplona + Section with Pincho + Food in Restaurant:
Price: € 280 / person
LEARN HOW TO RUN THE BULLS WITH AN
EXPERT
Practical class of 1 hour for the route of the encierro,
from the corrals, where the bulls sleep the night before
the race, until the bullring where the confinement
ends. We will teach you all the techniques so that you
are as safe as possible when you run and especially
what to do and what not to do before, during and
after the first rocket. Price per person: € 50

PRICE ONE PERSON: 1.280€

EXPERIENCE
LIVE SAN FERMÍN ON STREET FOOT
From the fence that is mounted on the facade of the Zanpa you can see how the runners
prepare, their conversations, how to warm up, train and even pray. You can practically touch the
bull, you can feel it, you can hear it until you can breathe. To the beauty of seeing the encierro,
the races and the bulls is added the adrenaline of being almost at the height of a runner. And
then to get strength and have lunch.
Includes: welcome breakfast + view of the enclosure from the Zanpa fence + typical
San Fermin lunch.
PRICE ONE PERSON: 150€

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: NAVARSOL AGENZIA DI VIAGGIO
Address Avda Sancho El Fuerte, 8 - 31007 Pamplona
Telephone: (+34) 948 198 758 | Fax: (+34) 948 171 735
Mail: info@navarsol.com
Web: www.navarsol.com
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SHOWS

OVERTRAILS INCOMING

FLAMENCO ON FIRE
EXPERIENCES
VISIT “PAMPLONA OF SABICAS”
We will know ‘La Pamplona de Sabicas’ and the gypsy community,that has lived in the
capital of Navarre for more than 600 years, We will walk through emblematic places of the
city frequented by the Maestro and his friends, wewill make an approach to his
community and the legacy that he gave us and that still remains. Wewill also know the
history of the Encierro and the Medieval Pamplona.
From August 20th to 25th
Departures from the Church of San Lorenzo
Morning schedule: 10:00 am. - Afternoon schedule: 5 pm.
PRICE: 12 € / person
THE SPECIAL SERVICE ‘FLAMENCO ON THE BALCONIES INCLUDES
First row location to enjoy the flamenco recital in the City Hall Square.
Local guide with assistance during the stay on the balcony.(Under availability at the time
of booking).
Appetizer: cheese and sausage from Navarra. (With possible modifications on menu)
Price: € 42 / person

EXCURSIONS ANDTOURSFROMPAMPLONA
Regular excursions toknow Navarre region, the Basque Coast, theFrench Basque Country,
Aragon regionetc…at ATTRACTIVE Prices, with an important discountforpersonswho go to
one of the officialactivitiesorganizedby Flamenco On Fire.
Price €/pers. Consult excursions’ specificsand hours.
To applythe REDUCED Priceit is necessary toshow a buying proof, of an official service
proposed by Flamenco On Fire

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Address: c/ Sangüesa, 31 bajo - 31005 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 293 479
Mail: info@overtrailsincoming.eus
Web: www.overtrailsincoming.eus
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OVERTRAILS INCOMING

FLAMENCO ON FIRE
PACKAGES
The program of Flamenco Of Fire is from August 20th to 25th.
Choose how many nights do you wish to spend in Pamplona (with some minimum
services included)

VIP EXCLUSIVE PACK – HTL TRES REYES
To live the Flamenco On Fire intensely. Accommodation in the artists’ hotel, more
entrances to every performances, as much in the streets as at Baluarte and at the Night
Cycle in the Hotel Tres Reyes with dinner.
From 1 to 7 nights (Hotel Tres Reyes) (from 416€ to 2.090€)

BASIC PACK
From 1 to 7 nights - Hotel*** from 124€ to 430€ - Hotel**** from 146 to 560€
... to create your stay in Pamplona as you wish.
Accommodation double room (Reg.: A+D)
Guided tour to “The Sabica´s Pamplona”
2 Bars: 2 pinchos + 1 beverage in each one
COMPLET PACK
From 1 to 7 nights - Hotel*** from 295€ to 830€ - Hotel**** from 320€ to 954€
Conceived so that you can enjoy the Festival in a way more comfortable
Accommodation double room (Reg.: A+D)
Guided tour to “The Sabica´s Pamplona”
2 Bars: 2 pinchos + 1 beverage in each one
1 entry to the Night Cycle in the Hotel Tres Reyes, with table and seats
1 entry to the City Hall’s balcony to attend the midday performance
1 Entrances for the performances at Baluarte during the sojourn (maximum 6
performances) + bracelet and official t-shirt of the Festival

VIP SELECT and VIP EXCLUSIVE PACKS
Accommodation double room (Reg.: A+D)
Guided tour to “The Sabica´s Pamplona”
2 Bars: 2 pinchos + 1 beverage in each one
1 entry with meal for the Night Cycle in the Hotel Tres Reyes (maximum 6 days)
1 entry to the City Hall’s balcony to attend the midday performance (maximum 6 days)
Entrances for the performances at Baluarte (maximum 6 performances)
Arrival’s and departure’s transfer to Pamplona
1 regular excursion with transport from Pamplona, from 09:30h to 17:30h (at least 4 nights)
Bracelet and official t-shirt of the Festival
From 1 to 7 nights - Hotel*** from 290€ to 1.520€ - Hotel**** from 310€ to 1.630€
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CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Address: c/ Sangüesa, 31 bajo - 31005 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 293 479
Mail: info@overtrailsincoming.eus
Web: www.overtrailsincoming.eus
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FAMILY

SENDAVIVA VIAJES

FAMILY TRIPS
EXPERIENCE
SENDAVIVA is an amusement park located next to the natural park of the Bardenas
Reales in Navarra (Spain). It covers an area of approximately 120 hectares, divided into
four zones, the Village, the Farm, the Forest and the Fair. The areas are connected to
each other by various paths and internal transport, and in the center is an artificial lake
of about 15,000 m². Its capacity is 6,000 people.
The tour of the park is divided into four areas: "El Pueblo", "La Feria", "The" Forest" and
the "Farm”. Upon entering the site, you will find" El Pueblo", starting point of the tour.

GROUPS
* Group access
* 1 night at hostel
* 1 activity group
PRICE: from 49€ / person (mínimum group of 20 people)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: SENDAVIVA VIAJES
Address: Carretera Virgen del Yugo s/n - 31513 Arguedas (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 088 100
Mail: info@sendaviva.com
Web: www.sendaviva.com
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FAMILY

LERELE TOURISTIC EXPERIENCES

FAMILY EXPERIENCES
WITH CHILDREN
EXPERIENCE
FAMILY ACTIVITIES WITH CHILDREN
If you like our gastronomy and our Wines and you would like to do something different
with your partner but your children must be close to you, we offer the opportunity to
have some special tours in Navarra where both of you could be With&Out your children,
tastes in our best wines cellars, get fun in our famous San Fermines, or the most tipical
regional parties, routes between monasteries , enjoy nature throughtdiferents activities
visiting our famous desert called “BardenasReales”, or Discover some of the best preserved
forests in Europe, because your children will be getting fun doing another activities
focused on their age, at different places along 3-5 days in your 10-15 family holidays time.
Come with your friends group and/or family and childrens and enjoy our experience
Minimum groups: 10 children
Price: it depends on activities
* Contact us for more information
* Only for studets times holliday

CAMPINGS NAVARRA + LERELE TOURISTIC EXPERIENCES

CAMPINGS NAVARRA
EXPERIENCES

FAMILY EXPERIENCES AT CAMPINGS NAVARRE
The Camping Association of Navarra, in almost all of its 20 of the best campsites in the
region, is committed to family conciliation and understands that vacations are for the
whole family to enjoy, for this they offer multiple modes of accommodation.
WITH THE FAMILY
Each campsite takes full advantage of the natural resources offered by its location, so that
no visitor miss the spectacular corners of our Navarre geography and can enjoy them
with the wide range of activities offered
ENJOY A WIDE RANGE OF FUN ACTIVITIES
Adventure Sports: Ravine descents, Bungee jumping and Caving in Navarre
Mountain and nature guides: bird watching, crossings, climbs, eco-tourism routes
Water: canoeing, kayaking
Gastronomical: visits to cheese dairies
CHILDREN CAMPS
During holidays periods: Holy Week 2019 (from April 22nd to 27th)
Price per nchild / 5 days: from 250€
Summer 2019: 1 week with check-in Sunday eve
and check-out Saturday eve.
Price per child / week: from 275€
Check all the options by using this e-mail:
lerelecampamentos@gmail.com

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: LERELE TOURIST EXPERIENCES
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 684 457 112
Contact: Noelia Sampedro
Mail: experienciasturisticas@lereletour.com
Business hours: Mon-Thu 09:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:30 h. | Fri 09:00-15:00 h.

Company: LERELE TOURIST EXPERIENCES
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 684 457 112
Contact: Noelia Sampedro
Mail: experienciasturisticas@lereletour.com
Business hours: Mon-Thu 09:00-14:00 and 16:00-18:30 h. | Fri 09:00-15:00 h.
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IRRISARRI LAND

LEISURE AND ADVENTURE
PARK
EXPERIENCE
Specially designed and designed for families, we are a rural resort and leisure and
adventure park ideal for all members of the family, a set of accommodation facilities,
restaurants and a multitude of activities, all concentrated in an idyllic environment.
Surprise your whole family with an unforgettable day in IrriSarri Land.
Various accommodation options
Price per adult: € 14 per day.
Price per child (up to 12 years): € 12 per day
Complete your family experience in our 750,000 square meters designed to run, jump,
play, or simply walk or rest becomes an incomparable experience .; giant zip lines, BBT, v
acuum jumps, Tibetan bridge of 140 meters, Canopy circuit, Pendulum, Bike Park, Climbing
wall, disck-golf, children's circuit with pedal cars, inflatables, trampoline, different thematic
routes; mythology, nature, adventure

LERELE TOURISM EXPERIENCES

“PLAYING” OUR GASTRONOMY
EXPERIENCE
Culture and Gastronomy together at this family turistic experience, enjoy your familia
and Friends, everybody could find out our vegetables, its seasonals seed times, conditions
and collect, and the most important think, how to cook this products to save its properties
and feed us correctly.
You are what you eat, and the best way to educate or childs alimentation is playing,
and linking up the healthy meal to a fun time.
ORCHARD VISIT + COLLECT + SHOWCOOKING:
Recognize, geographical orientation, we will visit turism places, we will plant and wáter
the garden, them we wil collet and we will cook this food from the garden.
Price (Adult): 30€
Price (Children until 12 years): 15€
VISIT CELLAR + TASTING + LUNCH
Visit cellar, tour for adults and tour for children, tasting and lunch.
Price Adult: 50
Price (Children until 12 years): 25€
SHOWCOOKING:
Showcooking are the best way to learn doing or seeing, we propose the most special
experience to learn enjoing, and doing this important nutrición moment will be a
funny moment
Price Adult: 39€
Precio Niños: 20€
VISITS TO HISTORICAL MONUMENTS:
+ € 5 / person
ACTIVITIES ENTERTAINMENT CHILDREN:
+ € 5 / child

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: IRRISARRI LAND
Contact: Person Stephanie Mutsaerts
Teelephone: (+34) 948 928 922
Mails: info@irrisarriland.es | gerencia@irrisarriland.es
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DATES: Check availability
PLACE: Consult locations, open to all kinds of
suggestions.

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: LERELE ESPERIENZES TURISTICHE
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 666 615 761
Contact Person: Noelia Sampedro
Mail: experienciasturisticas@lereletour.com
Phone Service Hours: Lunes-jueves 09:00-14:00 y 16:00-18:30 h. | Viernes 09:00-15:00 h.
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MOTOR

AUÑAK TOURISTIC SERVICES

NATAVEN NATURE AND ADVENTURE

IRATI FOREST ·
GUIDED VISITS IN 4X4

ACTIVITIES AROUND THE BARDENAS
REALES DESERT (BY SEGWAY)

EXPERIENCE
IRATI FOREST: GUIDED VISITS IN 4X4
Discover, in a few hours, the immensity of the Irati Forest.
We will show you, in addition to the impressive forests, how the human being has been
modeling the landscape little by little, through the livestock, forestry activity.
The Royal Orbaitzeta Weapons Factory, the wars, the border, the contraband, the
cromlechs, the Urkulu tower, the aezkoa granaries, ...
Departures: From Garralda, next to the church tower, every day, in the morning or in the
afternoon, with prior reservation and availability
Possibility of transfers or pick-ups, with our taxi (8 seats), from anywhere
PRICE: 4 people (220€)
Another number of people: contact us

EXPERIENCES
GUIDE EXCURSION BY SEGWAY AROUND THE BARDENAS REALES DESERT
Activity time: 4 hours
PRICE: 89€ / person
PACK: SEGWAY BARDENAS AND HOTEL “CAMINO DE LAS BARDENAS”
* Segway route + accommodation + breakfast PACK. PRICE: 114€ / persona
* Segway route + accommodation + breakfast + lunch PACK.
PRICE: 124€ / persona
PACK: SEGWAY BARDENAS AND HOTEL “AIRE BARDENAS” (****)
* Segway route + accommodation. PRICE: 184€ / person
PACK 3: SEGWAY BARDENAS
* Segway route + lunch with regional seasonal products. PRICE: 104€ / person
* Segway route + wine Taste at Arguedas Cellar. PRICE: 94€ / person
* Segway Bardena’s Desert Route: (4h.aprox). PRICE: 89€ / person
PACK SEGWAY BARDENAS AND HOTEL AIRE DE BARDENAS (****)
* Pack Segway Bardenas Desert, acommodation at Aire de Bardenas Hotel
de Bardenas.
PRICE: 184€ / person

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: AUÑAK TOURISTIC SERVICES
Address: Garralda 31693 (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 609 411 449
Mail: excursiones@aunak.es
Web: www.aunak.es

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
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Company: NATAVEN NATURE AND ADVENTURE
Address: Plaza de Azucarena, 5 - 31500 Tudela (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 629 425 577
Mail: info@nataven.es | Web: www.nataven.es
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ACTIVA EXPERIENCE

RUTAS CON QUAD
EXPERIENCIA

ACCOMMODATION

2 HOURS ROUTE

ACOMMODATION OFFER RURAL SUITE – HOTEL APPARMENTS

We ride up to 800 meters , reaching “Alto de la Muga”. Our most demanding tour outside
Bardenas, we will ride up to 800 meters, direction Moncayo mountain.
An awesome tour for those who want to experience more off-road and more action!
Our most demanded tour is designed to give you more time on the quad to experience
the ride up into the hills.

Our appartments
9 fully equipped apartments decorated with modern and trendy design and
located in two different buildings

PRICES
Buggy 2 seats: 150€
Buggy 6 seats: 250€
Comission: 10%

5 HOURS ROUTE: Bardenas Reales

Exclusive groups accommodation
Exclusives villas (12) 5 people
Row appartments (20) 7 people
Hotel in exclusivity (32) 12 people
PRICES
* Suite 2 people: 150€ / night
* Suite 4 people: 200€ / night
Commission: 10%
Commission accommodation + activity: 20%

The Bardenas Reales Nature Park and Biosphere Reserve, a desert-like landscape, is one
of the main and most attractive tourism offers in Navarra and Activa Experience is the
only company to offer guided tours with automatic buggys ( arctic cat ) , quad bikes and
jeep to discover this enigmatic landscape.
A guided tour with more than 100 km to enjoy a sharp and beautiful contrast between
the landscape that surrounds us: gentle slopes, Bardenas desert, Ebro River, Tudela…
Our guides will explain the ecological and geografical values of Bardenas and will ensure
to fulfil the norms and procedures of the National Park being based on strict compliance
with environmental protection procedures.
PRICES
Buggy 2 seats: 300€
Buggy 6 seats: 500€ - Comission: 10%

Comission accommodation +
activity: 20%

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: ACTIVA EXPERIENCE
Telephone: (+34) 948 850 448 | (+34) 654 500 512
Mail: info@activaexperience.com
Web: www.bardenasrealesnavarra.com
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MOTOR

NAVARIDER

MOTORBIKE ROUTES
THROUGH NAVARRE
EXPERIENCE
WHY IS NAVARRE THE IDEAL DESTINATION FOR MOTOR ENTHUSIASTS?
Because Navarre has 2,001 kilometres of roads made to enjoy driving, through many
different settings of exceptional beauty.
Because there's a wide range of restaurants, bars and accommodation throughout
Navarre, offering excellent service and hospitality, and fine cuisine based on regional
produce.
Because Navarre is a land of incredible scenic diversity. In just a few kilometres, the
scenery changes from the Pyrenees to the Cantabrian valleys, from Mediterranean
landscapes with grapevines and olive trees to the Irati forest, from the desert-like scenery
of the Bardenas Reales to the meadowlands in the valleys. All to be found in an area of
just 10,500 km2.
Because Navarre is the history of a Kingdom and the entry of the Way of St James into
Spain. Because Navarre is home to the world-famous fiesta: the San Fermin fiesta of
Pamplona. And because Navarre has the best circuit in the north of Spain: The Navarre
Circuit (Los Arcos)

NAVARIDER, the motor experience in Navarre
2,001 kilometres of routes to get your adrenaline going!
www.navarider.com

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NAVARIDER
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 268 412
Mail: info@motorutas.com
Web: www.navarider.com
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LUXURY

NASHIRA

“KINGDOM OF NAVARRE” BY NASHIRA: THE ROUTE
EXPERIENCE
DAY 1
* Welcome and Reception
* Private Transfer toArantzaHotela
* Noche en ArantzaHotela on Bed and Breakfast basis in deluxe room (please consult for
superior rooms supplement)
* 1 hour private spa circuit included
* Wine tasting paired with gourmet tapas at hotel included
OPTIONAL EXPERIENCES OR ACTIVITIES
* Catamaran sailing from Hondarribia to Donostia, passing through Pasaia Donibane.
Lunch included in the oldest Gastronomic Club of Basque Country, where, among others,
Martín Berasategi ChefF, is a partner
* Get to know a Baserri (traditional Basque farmhouse) from the inside (seeing how
cheese is made)
* Eat an Spanish omelette in the casino of Lesaka (over two months waiting list)
* Speleology
* Heavy motorbike rental or enjoying the Circuit of Navarra
* Champagne tasting
* Discover some of the best preserved forests in Europe with a 4x4
* Trekking through 7 Waterfalls Route
* Horse Riding
* Deerbellow at Irati

DAY 2
* Private transfer to Pamplona. Night in GRAN HOTEL LA PERLA on Bed and Breakfast
basis in standard room (please consult for superior rooms supplement)
* Panoramic sightseeing of the city included. Degustation lunch in ABACO restaurant.
Cocktail in El Buho Sky Bar to enjoy an unforgettable panoramic view at dusk
OPTIONAL EXPERIENCES OR ACTIVITIES
We also offer two exclusive optional services, such as:
* Personal shopper
* Professional hairdressing
* Make-up services
* Dancing lessons

EXPERIENCE
* Show cooking with Michelin-starred chefs:Tours in Navarre to taste and learn to cook its
seasonal productsSeasonal products are the key players in the gastronomic activities.
All the experiences focus on them. Fresh and natural sensations with some very popular
products of our gastronomy, which are highly valued in Navarre and, in some cases,
unknown out of this province. Participants will learn by doing, with professionals and top
chefs of Navarre. After a practical part, different products will be tasted and matched with
the best wines of the Kingdom of Navarre. All the experiences are developed in different
environments: historical places, exclusive sites, landscape reserves, countryside, under the
sunshine… These depend on each product’s season and will be adapted to the demands
of the clients.
Examples: mushroom, fungus, truffle and asparagus picking and cooking | Sturgeoncaviar
and trout from Yesa | Seasonal products are the key players in the gastronomic activities.
All the experiences focus on them | Olive oil press and mil tour and tasting | Go to a
music recording studio | Fishing | Visit to Pago de Arinzano Wine Cellar

DAY 3
* Night in GRAN HOTEL LA PERLA on Bed and Breakfast basis in standard room (please
consult for superior rooms supplement)
* Visit to Otazu Wine Cellar. It includes a visit to Señorío de Otazu, tasting or pairing of
pinchos and art track

DAY 4
* Night in PARADOR OLITE on Bed and Breakfast basis in standard room (please consult
for superior rooms supplement)
EOPTIONAL EXPERIENCES OR ACTIVITIES:
* Pilot for one day: Do you want to take a trip in an ultralight aircraft and see how it feels
to fly it yourself?
* Guided tour to the Royal Palace of Olite, Ujué or Santa María de Eunate Church
* Visit to Leyre Monastery and enjoy a private concert in the crypt of Leyre
* Horse-riding routes between monasteries, stop for a country meal base on the
traditional migas de pastor (shepherd's breadcrumbs)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NASHIRA - Advice and Management of Customized Trips
Contact: Elena Areta | Telephone: (+34) 679 762 890
Mail: elena@nashira.es | Web: www.nashira.es
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LUXURY

NASHIRA

“KINGDOM OF NAVARRE” BY NASHIRA: THE ROUTE
EXPERIENCE
DAY 5
* Private transfer to AIRE DE BARDENAS hotel on Bed and Breakfast basis in cube or
bubble room (client chooses according to availability)
* “A moon base in the desert”
* Guided visit to BardenasReales Natural Park included
OPTIONAL EXPERIENCES OR ACTIVITIES:
* The Twilight Bardena
* Visitto Marques de Montecierzo Wine Cellar, D.O. Navarra. Marqués de Montecierzo is
located in an old flour mill from the late nineteenth century. The cellars were used as a
prison in the last Spanish Civil War. Several delicious wines including a muscatel are
available to taste.

EXPERIENCES
ANOTHER EXPERIENCES ARE POSSIBLE LIKE STAYING IN
* BasajaunBasoa in Igantzi (Irrisarri Land), stay in a shepherd’s hut
* Camping Artaza (Finnish saunas, the Navarran Lapland)
* Troglodyte caves at Valtierra, hibernate in a Bardenera cave
AND... WHY NOT?
A professional photographer could escort through the trip to prepare your journey-book.
Imagine what kind of experience you´d like to live and..we will do it!!
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step”
(Lao-Tse)
See you there!

* Visit to Pago Cirsus Cellar
* Olive oil tour: Go to an olive grove and visit the olive oil press and mill. This tour
explains the process of making extra virgin organic olive oil in a high quality ecological
press. See, smell and taste the delights of extra virgin olive oil.
* Massage: Three types of massages available: Thai Yoga massage, Osteothai massage
and Aroma oil massage.Tasting at the hotel.
* Gourmet degustation lunch or dinner in local restaurants

DAY 6
* Check out and farewell
* Private transfer to Pamplona (Pamplona Airport)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NASHIRA - Advice and Management of Customized Trips
Contact: Elena Areta | Telephone: (+34) 679 762 890
Mail: elena@nashira.es | Web: www.nashira.es
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LUXURY

OVERTRAILS INCOMING

VIP EXPERIENCES WITH OVERTRAILS
EXPERIENCE
VIP EXPERIENCES
Private excursions carefully selected for you:
* Groups 2/3 people: 796€
(Contact us for another options)
In high-end vehicles, with private and exclusive services
* Nature and Legends from Baztan Valley
* Millenary Traditions and Nature from the French Basque Country
* Enotourism, pacharan and traditions
* VVhales and Trawlers
* Culture and Nature
REGULAR ROUTES– PRIVATE EXCURSIONS
* The kingdom of Pamplona
Thursdays (4 days): 580€
* Navarre and Basque-French Pyrenees
Sundays (5 days): 690€
* The kingdom of Navarre
Sundays (8 days): 1.250€
* Crossing The Pyrenees
Sundays (8 days): 1.140€
* Land of kings and legends
Thursdays (11 days): 1.450€
* The 7 provinces of euskera
Mondays (11 days): 1.460€
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CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Address: c/ Sangüesa, 31 bajo - 31005 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 293 479
Mail: info@overtrailsincoming.eus
Web: www.overtrailsincoming.eus
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LUXURY

IRRISARRI LAND

LUXURY SLOW TOURISM EXPERIENCE

NAVARSOL TRAVEL AGENCY

PAMPLONA VIP EXPERIENCE (3 DAYS)

EXPERIENCE
CABIN DELUXE “BOARD BASAJAUN BASOA”.
Exclusive board: One large room, panoramic lounge, kitchen and whirlpool
THE YRISARRI PALACE RESTAURANT
Dinner and / or lunch in a 16th century mansion, with a panoramic restaurant in front of
the mountains of Izu, Pagolleta and Beltzutza, where the gastronomy of 5 villas has its own
name in front of our Cheff Teresa Gil and a letter based on seasonal products, vegetables
and meat from Navarra, fish and desserts ... with traditional elaborations and winks to the
latest trends in the kitchen
Price/Person:
Acommodation 1 noche + 1 Diner + 1 Breakfast: Since 149,5 € / Person
*Previus Booking
*We also have exclusive boards for 6 and 4 people
*If you want to add an activity to your Luxury experience, do not hesitate to consult

EXPERIENCE
DAY 1
Reception by our staff at the Hotel + Lunch at Europa Restaurant 1 Michelin Star
(tasting menu) + Complete visit of Pamplona (tour of the Running Bulls + Bullring) +
Accommodation in 4 **** Hotel (Historic Center)
DAY 2
Meeting with our staff for Pamplona Historical Visit + Museum and Cathedral. Lunch
at Street Estafeta Restaurant with tasting menu Sidrería with Txuletón (our tipical stick of
beef+ Accommodation Hotel 4 **** Historic Town
DAY 3
Meeting with our staff at the time indicated for a last unique Gastronomic experience in
Pamplona Food on the Pintxos route (Typical miniature food), we will visit the three most
famous bars for these miniatures
PRICE PER PERSON: 395 €

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Comapany: NAVARSOL AGENZIA DI VIAGGIO
Address Avda Sancho El Fuerte, 8 - 31007 Pamplona
Telephone: (+34) 948 198 758 | Fax: (+34) 948 171 735
Mail: info@navarsol.com
Web: www.navarsol.com

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: IRRISARRI LAND
Contact Person: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 948 928 922
Mails: info@irrisarriland.es | gerencia@irrisarriland.es
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THERMALS / SPA

ELGORRIAGA THERMAL SPA

THERMAL TRAVEL AT ELGORRIAGA SPA
EXPERIENCE
THERMAL TRAVEL
We offer a full range of experiences and sensations. Explore water with the highest
salinity in Europe in our “thermal circuit”.
Pool features:
* Swim upstream/ Waterfalls /Cold contrast pool / Massage jets for/ lower extremities/
Goosenecks/ Jacuzzi inside/ Seats with lumbar jets/ Beds of relaxing bubbles
Rest of the tour:
* Sweet-ludic pool with lumbar jets and relaxation area
* Dry/Finnish Sauna
* Sauna wet / steam room
* Contrast showers
* Bucket shower | shower sensations | relaxing shower | misting shower | waterfall shower
FLOTARIUM, You won’t find a pool with higher salinity in Europe. You will get the same
buoyant feeling you would get in the Dead Sea.
ACCESS RATES TO THE ROUTE THERMAL: 24€ / person

OTHER FACILITIES
Fitness/ WhirlpoolHydrotherapy, Single and double/ Still Jet/ Vichy Shower/ Hand Baths/
Swedana Steam Bath with aromatherapy individually/ Pediluviums/ Inhalations
MASSAGES
The Balneario Elgorriaga Hotel provides an exclusive and extensive menu of massages,
body treatments and beauty rituals to enhance your relaxation during your stay with us.
RECOMMENDATIONS
To enjoy the journey, don’t forget to bring a towel, bathrobe, slippers, or hat. We also
highly recommend snorkelling

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: ELGORRIAGA THERMAL SPA
Address: c/ Errotaldea - 31744 Elgorriaga (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 456 045
Mail: reservas@balnearioelgorriaga.com
Web: www.sanvirilahoteles.com
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THERMALS / SPA

FITERO THERMAL SPA

THERMAL TRAVEL AT FITERO SPA
PACKAGES
Two springs emerge from the depths of the earth, bringing to life one of the most
important thermal spa resorts in Europe.
The excellent therapeutic qualities of its waters, which surface at a temperature of more
than 50ºC, are particularly recommended for rheumatic and respiratory disorders and
rehabilitations.

CLASSIC PACKAGE
* 3 nights half-board stay
* 1 general bath with a pressure jet and underwater massage
* 1 sauna in our natural stone cave
* 1 half-hour session in a hydrothermal pool with underwater jets and cascades and
bubble beds
* Free access to the outdoor 34ºC hydrothermal pool
PRICE: from 183€ / person
SPECIAL OLDER THAN 55 YEARS OLD
* 5 nights full-board stay (from Sunday to Thursday inclusive)
* Medical consultation at the Spa to assess and monitor the patient’s condition
* 5 half-hour sessions in a hydrothermal pool with underwater jets and cascades and
bubble beds
* Free access to the outdoor 34ºC hydrothermal pool
PRICE: from 333€ / person
* Back Program
* Rehabilitation
* Heavy Legs
* Respiratory Tract Therapy

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: FITERO THERMAL SPA
Address: c/ Extramuros, s/n - 31593 Fitero (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 776 100
Mail: info@balneariodefitero.es
Web: www.balneariodefitero.es
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THERMALS / SPA

BED4U

SPA4U- URBAN SPA GETWAY AT PAMPLONA
EXPERIENCE
From 75€/night (VAT included)
(5% off using the promo code DESCUENTOWEB during the booking process)
WE HAVE PREPARED A SPECIAL PLAN SO YOU CAN GIVE YOURSELF A WHIM AND
PAMPER YOUR BODY AND MIND WITH THIS GETAWAY RELAX4U THAT WE PROPOSE YOU.
• One night hotel in Accommodation (2 people)
• Buffet Breakfast (2 people)
• Romantic welcome in the room.
• Two tickets for the Spa & Sport Itaroa Huarte(complete circuit of hydrotherapy and
relaxation (3 hours)
• Late Check out until 15:00 (subject to hotel availability)
• Pack Tourist information and routes to visit Pamplona.

CONTACT / RESERVATION
Company: BED 4 U HOTELES
Telephone: (+34) 948 292 808
Mail: pamplonabed4uhotels.com
Web: www.bed4uhotels.com

• In addition to being a Bed4u customer you can enjoy a 10% discount on all massages
and treatments.
*The Spa is located a 10-minute drive from the hotel.
Valid offer every day of the week. Excepting San Fermin Festivak from 5 to14th july,
and Semana Santa 2019.
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OVERTRAILS INCOMING

REGULAR AND TAILOR-MADE EXCURSIONS
EXPERIENCES
REGULAR EXCURSIONES
From Pamplona. Lunch and Transport included
BARDENAS REALES – TUDELA: 150€ / person
Monday
COSTA GIPUZKOANA I: 115€ / person
Monday
Pasajes, Hondarribia and Hendaia
COSTA DE LOS CORSARIOS: 120€ / person
Tuesday
Biarritz, Bayona and St Juan Luz
COSTA GIPUZKOANA II: 120€ / person
Wednesday
Zumaia, Getaria and Zarautz (lunch not included)*
VALLE BAZTÁN AND ZUGARRAMURDI: 120€ / person
Thursday
Elizondo, Valle de Baztán and Zugarramurdi
MEDIEVAL NAVARRE: 110€ / person
Friday
Mº Leyre, Castillo Javier, Ujué, Palacio Olite
KINGDOM OF PAMPLONA: 115€ / person
Friday
Mº de Suso and de Yuso, Najera and Laguardia
SELVA IRATI AND PIRINEO: 115€ / person
Saturdays
Irati Forest, Ochagavía and Valle Roncal
WAY OF ST. JAMES: 70€ / person
Sundays (1/2 day)*
OLITE: Palace and Winery: 70€ / person
Sundays (1/2 day)*

EXCURSIONS 2019 (TAILOR-MADE AND ON DEMAND)
Our Excursions like regular exit, out our program, will be considered bespoke excusions.
From 2 to 7 persons, we determine the final cost depending upon the number of
participants.

EXPERIENCES
THE NORTH OF SPAIN
NAVARRA - LA RIOJA
FROM 580€ (4 DAYS)
THURSDAY until March 14th 2019
Consult for Easter, Christmas and Free Days
NAVARRE PYRENEES AND FRENCH BASQUE COUNTRY

FROM 690€ (8 DAYS)
SUNDAYS from March 11st to October 21st
Consult for Easter, Christmas and Free Days
GUIPUZKOA, NAVARRE AND FRENCH BASQUE COUNTRY

FROM 1.250€ (8 DAYS)
SUNDAYS from March 11st to 31st 2019
Consult for Easter, Christmas and Free Days
NAVARRE, LA RIOJA AND FRENCH BASQUE COUNTRY

FROM 1.270€ (8 DAYS)
SUNDAYS from MNarch 11st to October 21st 2019
Consult for Easter, Christmas and Free Days
NAVARRA, LA RIOJA AND EUSKADI
FROM 1.450€ (11 DAYS)
THURSDAY from March 8th to 14th 2019
Consult for Easter, Christmas and Free Days
THE 7 PROVINCES OF EUSKERA
FROM 1.460€ (11 DAYS)
MONDAY from March 15th to Octiber 8th 2019
Consult for Easter, Christmas and Free Days

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Address: c/ Sangüesa, 31 bajo - 31005 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 293 479
Mail: info@overtrailsincoming.eus
Web: www.overtrailsincoming.eus

PRICES: 1-3 people: 410€ | 4-5 people: 520€ | 6-7 people: 680 €
INCLUDE: transport and Vehicle depending group, chofer, guide or chofer+guía
depending languaje, transfer from exit to arriving from hotel, travelling cost.
NOT INCLUDED: meals, drinks, tickets and everything not especificated at included part.
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KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA

KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA

THERMAL SPA HOTEL
ELGORRIAGA + PAMPLONA

SPA HOTEL ELGORRIAGA
12 DAYS / 11 NIGHTS

EXPERIENCES

EXPERIENCES

DAY 1

SPA HOTEL ELGORRIAGA (12 DAYS / 11 NIGHTS)

*Arrival at Pamplona airport and transfer and check-in at the hotel in Pamplona

DAY 2
* Breakfast
* Walking tour around Pamplona, where you will get to the most famous buildings in the
city: palaces of different ages, the Gothic church of San Nicolás and that of San SaturninoAs well as the symbol of the city - the Town Hall. They will walk arounds the walls of
the old defensive complex, visit the main square of Pamplona - Plaza del Castillo, and
have a cup of coffee at Hemingway's favorite coffee shop. You will find out interesting
facts about one of the world famous festivities - San Fermín, visit the unique complex of
the Cathedral of Santa María la Real. And after the tour you will have the opportunity to
try the best pinchos in Pamplona | Free time

DAY 3
* Breakfast
* Transfer to the north of Navarra Elgorriaga Spa Hotel

DAY 4, 5, 6 and 7
* Relax time SPA and additional treatments

DAY 1
* Arrival at Pamplona airport
* Transfer to the north of Navarra and check-in at the Elgorriaga Spa
DAY 2 TO DAY 11 (Thermal spa)
* Breakfast
* SPA
* Lunch
* Free time
* Dinner
DAY 12
* Breakfast, transfer to Pamplona airport
PRICE: 930€ / person in double room
Included:
* Individual trip, is includes:
* 11 nights in the Spa hotel with FB and access to SPA
* All the transfers | * Check up with the SPA Doctor

DAY 8
* Breakfast, transfer to Pamplona airport
INDIVIDUAL TRIP INCLUDES: Pamplona walking tour | accommodation at the chosen
hotel with breakfast | 5 nights at the SPA Hotel with breakfasts and access to SPA | All the
transfers | Check up with the SPA doctor.
Price per person in double room
DATES
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Tres Reyes Hotel ****

Palacio Guendulain
Hotel ****

Pamplona
Catedral Hotel ****

15.02 - 02.03

from 650€

from 715€

from 660€

01.01 - 06.01
03.03 - 22.03
02.04 - 28.06
20.08 - 30.11
09.12 - 31.12

from 675€

from 745€

from 685€

23.03 - 01.04
29.06 - 19.08
01.12 - 08.12

from 705€

from 775€

from 715€

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA
Address: c/ Cruz de Barkazio 1, 1ºC, 31014 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 634 604 016
Mail: info@turizmnavarra.ru
Web: www.turizmnavarra.ru
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KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA

COMBINED TRIP OVER NAVARRE
AND NORTHERN SPAIN
EXPERIENCES
On this trip through northern Spain you will see the famous architectural monuments of
the capitals of the northern provinces: Bilbao, Pamplona and San Sebastian, you will learn
an interesting history of these cities. In addition, you will stroll through the medieval
streets of the kingdom of Navarra and the quays of the small towns of the Atlantic coast
of the Basque Country in Spain and France. Ocean, mountains, magnificent landscapes
and ancient history - discover another Spain.

DAY 1
* Arrival at Bilbao airport, transfer, check-in at the hotel
* Free time

DAY 2
* Breakfast
* Walk through Bilbao with a visit to the old part of the city where you will see the most
interesting architectural monuments: the Gothic cathedral of Santiago, the Guggenheim
Museum of the famous Frank Gehry, Puppy (the flower puppy) - work of the famous Jeff
Koons, and the basilica of Begoña.
* Free time to visit the Guggenheim Museum or Museum of Fine Arts

DAY 3
* Breakfast, departure from the hotel
* Car ride along the Atlantic coast of the Basque Country with a visit to the most atractive
cities and places. You will see Bermeo, a small fishing village, the European surfing capital,
Mundaka, and the San Juan de Gastelugache chapel, located on an island connected by
327 steps to the land, which offers an impressive view of the rocks and the ocean.
* Arrival in San Sebastian, check-in at the hotel

DAY 4
* Breakfast
* San Sebastian tour, one of the most prestigious tourist centers in Spain. During the walk
through the historic part of the city you will see the Gothic church of San Vicente, the
19th century town hall building, the Buen Pastor cathedral and enjoy panoramic views
of the bay, the city and the island of Santa Clara, and stroll along the famous beach of
La Concha | * Free time

DAY 5
* Breakfast, departure from the hotel
* Excursion to the French Basque Country, visiingt Hondarribia, a small fishing village
with fortifications, the Palace of Carlos and the fishing port, the French city San Juan de
Luz with an impressive church and its old town, and Biarritz, the famous summer resort.
* Transfer to Pamplona, check-in at the hotel

EXPERIENCES
DAY 6
* Breakfast, departure to the excursion.
* Excursion to the castle of Javier, one of the best castles in northern Spain, and visit the
Monastery of San Salvador de Leire and its mysterious crypt
* Return to Pamplona, lunch in one of its traditional cider houses.
* Walking tour of Pamplona, where you will get to the most famous buildings in the city:
palaces of different centuries, the Gothic church of San Nicolás and that of San SaturninoAs well as the symbol of the city - the Town Hall. They will walk arounds the walls of the
old defensive complex, visit the main square of Pamplona - Plaza del Castillo, and have a
cup of coffee at Hemingway's favorite coffee shop. You will find out interesting facts about
one of tworld famous festivities - San Fermín, visit the unique complex of the Cathedral
of Santa María la Real. And after the tour you will have the opportunity to try the best
pinchos in Pamplona

DAY 7
* Breakfast and departure, visiting medieval cities of Navarra.
* Stroll through the streets of ancient and historic villages: the Fortress of Artajona, visit
the Church of Santa María in Ujue and learn its history.
* Head to Olite and visit the famous winery, where you will discover all the secrets of
winemaking and taste its best wines.
* Lunch in a traditional restaurant
* Walk through the city of Olite with a visit to the Palace of The king of Navarre, which
is one of the five most beautiful castles in Spain.
* Return to the hotel, free time

DAY 8
* Breakfast | * Transfer to Pamplona airport
INCLUDED ON THE PRICE: centrelly located accommodation in 4 * hotels in Bilbao, San
Sebastián and Pamplona breakfast in hotels all excursions according to the program
accompanied by a professional guide entrances to castles, monasteries 2 meals (in the
traditional cider houses, in the Navarra cuisine restaurant) visit to the wine cellar with a
tasting all transfers according to the program
PRICE: check out the the fares for groups of 2, 4 and 6 people in double and singles rooms
contacting to KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA
Address: c/ Cruz de Barkazio 1, 1ºC, 31014 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 634 604 016
Mail: info@turizmnavarra.ru
Web: www.turizmnavarra.ru
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SENDAVIVA VIAJES

COMBINABLE EXCURSIONS
FROM 2 TO 8 DAYS
EXPERIENCES
GETAWAY TO TUDELA AND BARDENAS (2 DAYS)
Your stay in the Ribera capital from €90 / pax:
* 3 and 4 star hotels - Double Room accommodation. (2 nights with accommodation
and breakfast)
* Guided Tour of La Bardena Real of Navarre
* Guided Tour of the city of Tudela
What’s more, we suggest:
* Theatrical Tour of Tudela: €15 / pax
* Horseback Rides: €30 / pax two-hour riding session through the Ebro river groves
* 4X4 visit to Bardenas: €35 / pax, Natural Park, Biosphere Reserve

GETAWAY TO RONCAL AND PYRENEES (2 DAYS)
Your stay in Roncal from 105 € / pax:
* 2 and 3 star hotels - Double Room accommodation. (2 nights with accommodation
and breakfast)
* Guided Tour of Ochagavía, Isaba and Belagua
* Visit to the Cheese Museum
What’s more, we suggest:
Visit the Mesa de los Tres Reyes mountain from €15 / pax

GETAWAY TO TIERRAS DE JAVIER AND GORGES (2 DAYS)
Your stay in Tierras de Javier from 115 € / pax
* 3 and 4 star hotels in the city of Pamplona - Double Room accommodation. (2 nights
with accommodation and breakfast)
* Guided Tour of Javier and Sangüesa and the city of Pamplona
What’s more, we suggest:
* Guided Tour of Olite: €15/pax
* Visit the Lumbier and Arbayún Gorges (without guide)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: SENDAVIVA VIAJES
Address: Carretera Virgen del Yugo s/n - 31513 Arguedas (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 088 100
Mail: info@sendaviva.com
Web: www.sendaviva.com
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CIRCUITS AND EXCURSIONS

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

GUIDED EXCURSIONS
OVER THE BARDENAS REALES
EXPERIENCE
THE BARDENAS REALES - GUIDED VISIT
The Bardenas Reales, one of the most singular and lesser-known areas of Navarre, is
probably one of the clearest demonstrations of the power of nature. Successive erosions
have given its shape to a surprising, desert-like landscape. You’ll enjoy a guided tour by
bike, buggy or 4x4, combining a ride in four-wheel drive vehicles with spectacular
landscapes.
To get your strength back, you’ll head for the Trinquete restaurant in Tudela, famous for
its seasonal vegetables made with locally-sourced produce.
As the final touch to the day, you’ll visit the Hacienda Queiles oil mill. One of the six oil
presses belonging to the “Oil of Navarre” Protected Denomination of Origen, where they
produce an organic oil you will taste accompanied by an explanation.

TOURIST EXPERIENCES PAMPLONA / NAVARRA 2019
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NOVOTUR TOURIST GUIDES OF NAVARRE

DISCOVERING PAMPLONA
EXPERIENCE
DISCOVERING PAMPLONA
Pamplona is the capital of Navarre. A city where history and ancient traditions go hand
by hand.
On this tour, we will learn all the history of this ancient town while we stroll through the
narrow streets of the historic quarter. We will stop at some of our magnificent churches,
and we can learn all about our gothic Cathedral. We will walk on the middle age ramparts,
they will tell us the stories of the pilgrims going to Santiago de Compostela.
We will find the spots where the Running of the bulls takes place. We will walk on Ernest
Hemingway´s footsteps to discover the reason why so many people are attracted to this
dangerous tradition.
We will finish our tour in Plaza del Castillo visiting Café Iruña. The place where
Hemingway wrote his world-famous book “The sun also rises”. One minute away from
here you will be able to taste the most incredible variety of tapas (we call them PINCHOS).
There are hundreds of tapas places. We will point you into the right direction.
Price: from 145€ (price for groups)
Duration: up to 2,5 hours
Availability: All year round, except the week of San Fermin (July 6th-14th)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NOVOTUR TOURIST GUIDE OF NAVARRE
Address: Av. Bayona 37, 6ºC, 31011 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) ) 629 661 604 | (+34) 617 348 844
Mail: francisco@novotur.com
Web: www.novotur.com
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BUSINESS INCENTIVES AND CONGRESSES

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

PAMPLONA GYMKHANA
EXPERIENCE WITH TABLETS
(FOR COMPANIES)
EXPERIENCE
PAMPLONA GHYMKHANA EXPERIENCE WITH TABLETS (FOR COMPANIES)
* Adventure and team building activity in Pamplona using tablets
* Orientation, culture, emotion and a city to discover

TOURIST EXPERIENCES PAMPLONA / NAVARRA 2019
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HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY

TEAMBUILDING ACTIVITIES
EXPERIENCE
Navarre has always been closely connected to its traditions and customs. The farm chores
of bygone days were turned into sporting activities, into the famous duels and challenges,
and from there into an experience for tourists.
We offer a hugely entertaining Team Building activity in which you’ll participate directly,
enjoying a cultural experience thanks to the fact that we’ve turned a variety of “Herri
Kirolak” (Basque Rural Sports) into Team Building challenges. You’ll try your hand at: Hay
Bale Lifting, Tug of War, Picking up Ears of Corn, Dragging “stones”... and one or two other
innovations.

* An adventure activity designed for companies in an urban environment, where culture,
history and tradition play the leading roles
* Races, challenges, quizzes, puzzles, team involvement and huge amounts of emotion,
inventiveness and good humour
* Discover Pamplona actively and creatively, sharing the experience, learning more about
our culture and our history and, of course, about our gastronomy

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS

Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com

Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Telephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com
Web: www.hagoos.com
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CELLAR PAGO DE LARRAINZAR

IRRISARRI LAND

“MIRADOR DE IRRISARRI”
EXPERIENCE
Mirador de Yrisarri is a unique building designed for multifunctional use for corporate events,
social events, institutional events, weddings, banquets, camps and more.
• Companies and Congresses
• Business meetings
Ideal for business meetings, face-to-face forums, thematic symposiums, product fairs, job
fairs and coworking days.
• Company Formation
Suitable space for days of intensive training for work teams of different sizes in different
configurations
• Work meetings: we have different spaces to hold
work meetings, with all the technological
guarantees of audio, video and connectivity. And
all catering services, accommodation, leisure and
activities, transportation or any other required.
• Congresses and conventions: this building can
host congresses of up to 400 participants in an
incomparable setting of nature, forest and
mountain.
* CHECK AVAILABILITY AND PRICES

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: IRRISARRI LAND
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 948 928 922
Mails: info@irrisarriland.es | gerencia@irrisarriland.es

WORK MEETING AND TEAM BUILDING
EXPERIENCE
This is a Team building activity around wine at Bodegas Pago de Larrainzar, where you
can enjoy a day of teamwork in a beautiful setting, next to the Irache Monastery.
Gather your company's work team in a winery just for you.
In addition to a time for your work meeting or presentations, you can discover the
secrets of wine making of one the most renowned wineries in Navarra, with important
international awards.
After the guided tour to the vineyard and winery by qualified staff, the group will enjoy a
tasting of 3 red wines, accompanied by some local Idiazabal cheese.
Afterwards, the players will be divided in groups to compete in the Tasting Games, where
they will be able to show everything they have learned in different challenges:
• Assembly Game: Each group will have different Pago de Larrainzar wines without
assembling. They will have to decide the final blend, using the wines and percentages that
they consider appropriate. The winemakers will decide which wine is the most liked.
• Aromas Game: Different essences will be used so that each group can identify the
aromas linked to the world of wine.
• Vintages Game: Try to identify the correct succession of different vintages of Pago
de Larrainzar.
• Spanish regions Game: Match different wines to its area of origin.
• Price ranges Game: assign a price range to different wines.
• Mystery Game: identify Pago de Larrainzar wine among other wines.
A fun activity, designed for groups in a unique environment, where history and family
tradition are linked to the magic of the world of wine.
This is the perfect combination of a work meeting/presentation with a guided tour, tasting
and a different game, where players will have to
cooperate in a relaxed atmosphere full of fun.
Precio por persona: to consult
Commission: 10%
Minimum number of assistants: 8 people

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: CANTINA PAGO DE LARRAINZAR
Contact: Marian San Martín
Telephone: (+34) 609 606 188 | (+34) 948 550 421
Mail: info@pagodelarrainzar.com
Web: www.pagodelarrainzar.com
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LERELE TURISTIC EXPERIENCES

SHOWCOOKING BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE
Culture and Gastronomy come together in this family tourism experience, enjoying with
family and friends all can discover our horticultural products, planting times, conditions
and harvest and, most importantly, how to cook them to maintain their properties and feed
us correctly.
FROM THE MARKET TO THE TABLE
Walk through the Pamplona market to see the products, make the purchase and after
walking some streets of Pamplona, savoring some of our exquisite wineries, meet at a table
to taste and observe the menu chosen by the chef, according to the customer's references,
he will elaborate in-situ always with products and typical recipes of Navarre.
Duration: 3-4 hours (depending on menu and routes)
Price: from € 70 / person
SHOWCOOKING + WINE TASTING OR GASTRONOMY
Tasting in the chosen facilities, may be wine or food, cheese, ham, oils, always Navarros
typical products and meeting at a table to observe and taste the menu that the chosen
cook will prepare in-situ.
Duration: 2-3 hours (according to tasting and menu)
Price: from € 50 / person (depending on the chosen facilities)
SHOWCOOKING AT FAIRS:
Lerele Experiencias Turísticas accompanies you to the Fairs, adds to your Stand a special
gastronomic event, a Showcooking to transmit and to be able to taste our culture, where
the guests chosen by the organization of the Fair will be able to surprise with the
elaboration of a menu of skewers, a good rice or Navarrese vegetables, always with quality
product and from our region.
Duration: 2-3 hours / day
Price: To consult depending on the displacements.
You can contact us for any suggestion or need and we will resolve with more Experiences
that fit your need.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: LERELE ESPERIENZES TURISTICHE
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 666 615 761
Contact Person: Noelia Sampedro
Mail: experienciasturisticas@lereletour.com
Business hours:: Monday-Thursday 09:00-14:00 y 16:00-18:30 h. | Friday 09:00-15:00 h.
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MEDICAL

HEALTH TOURISM / NAVARRA HEALTH TOURISM

HEALTHY NAVARRE
HEALTH

MEDICINE, INNOVATION AND QUALITY OF LIFE
Medicine, a commitment to research and to groundbreaking medical technology are all
part of our DNA. The University Clinic of Navarra is, and always has been, a benchmark
centre for all those seeking the highest quality of care. It is ranked in first place among the
private hospitals with the best reputation in terms of the services provided, while it
practically doubles the score of the hospital immediately below it in the ranking. The
excellent quality of the San Juan de Dios Hospital and the Sannas Dentofacial Clinic, in
addition to the drive of six technology centres, the CIMA and three universities in Navarra,
create the perfect environment for an excellent healthcare service that is constantly
improving. In Navarra, we enjoy living life to the full. We appreciate every moment in time,
the beauty of our environment, the flavours of our cuisine and the pleasure of having
everything nearby. We have the lowest unemployment rate in Spain, while we are one of
the safest autonomous communities in the country and take third place with regard to
per capita income. We offer an excellent range of accommodation, as well as a rich and
varied cuisine. Pamplona, our capital city, is attractive, peaceful, safe and convenient.
While we are forward-looking, we are proud of our roots and our history. We love sharing
our lives with visitors to our land.
A KINGDOM FULL OF HISTORY
Navarra was, and still is, a kingdom: the Kingdom of Navarra is present in our landscapes
and settlements, castles, churches and fortresses. Their walls conceal stories of kings and
noblemen, wars and peace treaties, legends and fables. Furthermore, the Way of St James,
the real Way, declared a UNESCO World Heritage site, crosses through our land, showing
the marks left by pilgrims over the centuries

CENTERS

UNIVERSITY OF NAVARRE CLINIC
HEALTH
UNIVERSITY OF NAVARRE CLINIC
www.navarrahealthtourism.com
The University Clinic of Navarra (Clínica Universitaria de Navarra) is a teaching hospital
located in Pamplona, Spain. It is characterised by its high degree of medical specialisation,
constant technological renewal and personalised patient care. The Clínica Universidad de
Navarra in Pamplona is a 75,000 m2 m facility spanning 50 medical departments and 10
specialized areas. All analytical, radiodiagnostic and medical and surgical treatment tests
are run on site. The Clínica features 250 beds, 15 operating rooms, an ICU for adults and
children, and a Special Hospitalization Area, among other resources.
More than 50th experience years | The Clinic is a non-profit making organisation | The
Clinic is a private centre boasting the best technological installations in Spain all within a
single centre | 206.457 appointments/year | Over 700,000 patients of over 75 nationalities
each year | Around 3,500 check-ups a year.
Among the most outstanding are the following: Best-rated private hospital among
physicians according to the Consumer and User Organisation (OCU) in 2012 | ABC Salud
newspaper award for “Efforts in R&D&i” in 2012 | Hospital with the best healthcare
reputation in Spain (Merco Index) for the third consecutive year - 2014, 2015 and 2016 |
Best healthcare institution of the decade, on two consecutive occasions (1984-1993/
1994-2003 | Centre of excellence in Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery, conceded by the
European Accreditation Council dependent on the International Federation for the Surgery
of Obesity and Metabolic Disorders (IFSO).

LIVING NATURE
The slogan says that Navarra is a land of diversity. And this is completely true. In just
10,400 square kilometres, you can find deserts, sierras, rivers and mountains. The lunar
landscape of the Bardenas, the Biosphere Reserve, is in sharp contrast to the greenery
of the northern valleys of the Pyrenees, the lushness of the Irati Forest, the sheer walls
of the limestone Gorge of Lumbier and the fertile market gardens of La Ribera in
southern Navarra. Each and every corner of Navarra holds a secret. And each one is
different.

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: NAVARRA HEALTH TOURISM
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 268 412
Mail: info@navarrahealthtourism.com
Web: www.navarrahealthtourism.com
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CENTERS

SANNAS DENTAL CLINIC
HEALTH
The Sannas Group has more than 26 years of experience in the healthcare sector, with
more than 15,000 patients treated and is guaranteed by a certification as a center and
dental services according to the UNE 179001 standard by AENOR. The clinic has the
great virtue of having a modern dental prosthetic laboratory (Dentiruña) as well as being
a teaching center accredited by the General Council of Dentists of Spain. The
Government of Navarre has also accredited the group as a Specialized Health Center.
These are some of the reasons why Sannas has become today a center of reference for
dentistry. We emphasize in our daily work the great importance of health and prevention,
and therefore, we have a highly trained and specialized medical team able to provide
adequate answers to the needs and demands of our patients, always offering excellent
service and quality
MEDICAL TEAM
The Sannas clinic has doctors specialised in the various branches of dentistry, including
Orthodontics, Oral Implantology, Periodontology, TMJ (Temporomandibular Joint),
Prosthodontics, Pediatric Dentistry and Dental and Facial Aesthetics. We also have
specialists in general dentistry, comprising a single team to provide great value,
confidence and assurance for patients who entrust us with their oral facial health care.
We seek to heal, solve, rehabilitate and, above all, teach and prevent future illnesses in a
comprehensive manner, offering all the solutions which our patients need in a single
location, avoiding the need to go to different places.
PROSTHETIC DENTAL LABORATORY
Our own prosthetic dental lab is a great added value. We make custom dentures
employing 3D and CAD-CAM technology and high precision mills combined with the
superb craftsmanship of our dental technicians, resulting in excellent pieces which meet
the high expectations of our patients. In addition, our ‘express service’ can provide
dentures in a matter of hours, meeting today’s fast response demand while maintaining
appropriate quality standards.
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PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL

HEALTH PROGRAMES
HEALTH

HEALTH

FULL HEALTHCHECK AT NAVARRA UNIVERTITY CLINIC
3 DAYS Y 2 NIGHTS SINCE 1.965€ / PERSON (HD)

FULL DIAGNOSIS OF ORAL HEALTH at SANNAS CLINIC
3 DAYS AND 2 NIGHTS FROM 650€ / PERSON (HD)

INCLUDE:
* 2 nights at hotel 4**** (accommodation + breakfast)
* Full health check (including translation service)
* Transfers including
* City Tour Around Pamplona

INCLUDE
* 2 Nights in a 4**** hotel (bed and breakfast)
* Full diagnosis of oral health
* Transfers included in the package
* City tour of Pamplona
Day 1 – Transfer from the airport / RENFE railway station in Pamplona to the hotel. City
tour of Pamplona, a city with more than 2,000 years of history and a magnificent
architectural heritage, world famous for the San Fermin festival. Free time. Transfer to the
hotel.
Day 2 - Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to SANNAS Clinic. Full diagnosis.Includes:
Temporomandibular joint study | Bite study | Bone structure study | Gum study
Smile design study
Day 3 - Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to the airport/RENFE railway station in Pamplona.

INCLUDE:
* Day 1 – Transfer from the airport / RENFE railway station in Pamplona to the hotel. City
tour of Pamplona, a city with more than 2,000 years of history and a magnificent
architectural heritage, world famous for the San Fermin festival. Free time. Transfer to the
hotel.
* Day 2 - Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to University Clinic. Reception of the patient by
staff at the Clinic. Health check, a full health check in 24 hours, with the guarantee of a
prestigious hospital offering all the medical specialities and most advanced technology
under one roof.
* Day 3 - Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to the airport/RENFE railway station in Pamplona.

OPTIONAL
* Facial aesthetics study – €50.00
* Mouth cleaning – €75.00

IT DOES NOT INCLUDE:
Optional consultations and treatments.
OPTIONAL:
* General and spinal column traumatology consultation at Medicis Clinic, with Dr Ángel
Hidalgo, a leading traumatologist in Navarra – €150.00
* More days in Pamplona and excursions around Navarra and its surroundings (Castles of
Navarra Route / Visit to the wineries in D.O. Navarra and D.O. Rioja / Excursion to Biarritz
and/or San Sebastián etc.).
* Relax and Gastronomy in Navarra Programme (Acclmmodation at the SPA Hotel)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL
Address: 31008 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 111 400 | (+34) 648901589
Mail: info@pyrenalis.com
Web: www.pyrenalis.com/en

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL
Address: 31008 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 111 400 | (+34) 648901589
Mail: info@pyrenalis.com
Web: www.pyrenalis.com/en
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PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL

HEALTH PROGRAMES
HEALTH
FULL SPORTS ASSESSMENT in Pamplona
4 DAYS Y 3 NIGHTS SINC 755€/PERSON (HD)
Day 1 – Transfer from the airport / RENFE railway station in Pamplona to the hotel. City
tour of Pamplona, a city with more than 2,000 years of history and a magnificent
architectural heritage, world famous for the San Fermin festival. Free time. Transfer to the
hotel.
Day 2 - Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to University Clinic. Sports Assessment.
Day 3 – Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to Oxien Clinic (Sannas Group), the leading centre
for Hyperbaric Medicine in Navarra. Consultation with the hyperbaric doctor. Hyperbaric
Medicine is a branch of medicine that deals with physiological and physiopathological
changes to human bodies, submitting them to higher than atmospheric pressures using
medicinal oxygen, which dissolves in the plasma and, in this way, it is possible to obtain
large amounts of oxygen in the blood. This innovative therapy is complementary to the
patient's usual treatment. The number of sessions is prescribed by the doctor in the
treatment plan on the basis of the diagnosis made in the initial consultation.
Diagnosis of sports dentistry.
Optional: GENERAL TRAUMATOLOGY AND SPINAL COLUMN consultation with Dr Ángel
Hidalgo, a leading traumatologist in Navarra.
Day 4 - Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to the airport/RENFE railway station in Pamplona.
INCLUDES:
* 3 nights in a 4**** hotel (bed and breakfast)
* Sports assessment and exercise tests
* Consultation with the hyperbaric doctor
* Diagnosis of sports dentistry
* Transfers included in the package
* City tour of Pamplona
OPTIONAL:
Sudden death screening (€1015.00) at Navarra University Clinic
PERSONALISED HYPERBARIC TREATMENT IN SANNAS CLINIC (MINIMUM 10 SESSIONS)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL
Address: 31008 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 111 400 | (+34) 648901589
Mail: info@pyrenalis.com
Web: www.pyrenalis.com/en
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HEALTH
RHINOPLASTY in Navarra University Clinic
10 DAYS Y 9 NIGHTS SINCE 6.950€/PERSON (HD)
INCLUDE:
* 9 nights in a 4**** hotel (bed and breakfast)
* Consultation with the doctor and necessary tests.
* Rhinoplasty
* Transfers included in the package
* City tour of Pamplona
HYPERBARIC MEDICINE in OXIEN Clinic SANNAS
12 DAYS Y 11 NIGHTS SINCE 1.870€/PERSON (HD)
INCLUDED
* 11 nights in a 4**** hotel (bed and breakfast)
* Consultation with the doctor
* Personalised hyperbaric treatment (10 sessions)
* Transfers included in the package
* City tour of Pamplona

HEALTH AND BEAUTY IN ELGORRIAGA SPA
5 DAYS Y 4 NIGHTS SINCE 960€ (HD)
(CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION)

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL
Address: 31008 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 111 400 | (+34) 648901589
Mail: info@pyrenalis.com
Web: www.pyrenalis.com/en
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TRANSPORT

DAREVA AERO, EDSA AND PARRA

TRANSPORT RENTAL
DISPLACEMENT
Navarre is an easy region to travel around for a tourist. There are four highways that cross
the territory from North to South and East to West, as well as several main roads that are
ideal for motorcyclists.
It is a unique region in Spain that offers mountains, the sea and desert-like landscapes just
one hour (or less) from Pamplona. Without a doubt, it offers the greatest variety of
landscapes in southern Europe.
For visitors arriving by air, the best option is to rent a car – with or without a driver – or
coach travel if you are travelling in a group.
In Spain chauffeured vehicle hire for the transportation of travellers is regulated so as to
offer clients the highest guarantees and safety.
This type of service is offered with high-range vehicles, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
with punctuality, reliability and discretion. It operates both nationally and internationally.

AIRCRAFT
DAREVA AERO
* Modern SOATA TBM 850 aircraft with turbine technology, for 4 passengers or
exceptionally 5.
* Operating cost much more competitive for users who need to optimize
their flight.
* Operating ceiling of 31,000 feet and speed of
600km / h.
* Operates in both large and small airports or
aerodromes
* 2 pilots and 1 highly experienced technician
offer the services, in flight and by plane, that
the passenger may require

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: DAREVA AERO
Contact: César Santesteban
Telephone: (+34) 609 494 811
Mail: cesar@acinversiones.es
Facebook: avionprivadopamplona
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HIGH-END VEHICLES
EDSA
* Rental of luxury cars with driver
* Exclusive and personalized transfers
* Buses and Microbuses
* Collected in airports, weddings, tourist routes, support pilgrims on the Camino de
Santiago ...
* Human team with experience and demonstrable professionalism

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: EDSA CARS
Telephone: (+34) 948 131 933
Mail: sergio@edsacars.com
Web: www.edsacars.com

BUSES
BUSES PARRA
* Modern Fleet with the latest advances
* High-end and fully equipped cars
* Monovolumes adapted for groups, families and PMR
* Large group travel from 19 to 72 seats

CONTACT / RESERVATIONS
Company: AUTOBUSES PARRA
Telephone: (+34) 948 670 331
Mail: parra@autobusesparra.com
Web: www.autobusesparra.com
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RECEPTIVE TRAVEL AGENCIES
CR LISTEN
Company: CR LISTEN
Address: Plaza Higa de Monreal, 3, 3ºA - 31191 Beriain (Navarra)
Contact: Úrsula León | Telephone: (+34) 665 555 920
Mail: ursula@crlisten.com | info@crlisten.com
Webs: www.pilgrimpathways.com | www.crlisten.com
Tourism Registration Number: C.I.NA 036
Clasification: retail travel agency

OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Company: OVERTRAILS INCOMING
Address: c/ Sangüesa, 31 bajo - 31005 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 293 479
Mail: info@overtrailsincoming.eus | Web: www.overtrailsincoming.eus
Tourism Registration Number: C.I.NA:014 | Clasification: mayorista-minorista

NASHIRA Advice and managemente of tailor-made trips
Company: NASHIRA - Advice and management of tailor-made trips
Contact: Elena Areta
Telephone: (+34) 679 762 890
Mail: elena@nashira.es
Web: www.nashira.es

HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Company: HAGOOS DMC & TOURIST CONSULTANCY
Address: c/ Andía nº 2, Piso 2º, Of 2 - 20004 San Sebastián (Guipúzcoa)
Teléephone: (+34) 943 226 466 | (+34) 625 014 604
Mail: info@hagoos.com | Web: www.hagoos.com
Tourism Registration Number: C.I.E 2282 | Clasification: wholesale-retail travel agency

NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
Company: NORTHERN SPAIN TRAVEL
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telephone: (+34) 628601560 | Mail: info@northernspaintravel.com
Webs: www.northernspain.travel | www.heartofpamplona.com
Tourism Registration Number: C.I.NA-124
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KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA
Company: KOROLEVSTVO NAVARRA
Address: c/ Cruz de Barkazio 1, 1ºC, 31014 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 634 604 016
Mail: info@turizmnavarra.ru | Web: www.turizmnavarra.ru
Tourism Registration Number: UETC 0043 | CINA 133 | Clasification: company of
cultural tourism (guides and interpreters) | wholesale travel agency - retailer

SENDAVIVA VIAJES
Company: SENDAVIVA VIAJES
Address: Carretera Virgen del Yugo s/n - 31513 Arguedas (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 088 100
Mail: info@sendaviva.com | Web: www.sendaviva.com
Tourism Registration Number: C.I.NA-080 | Clasification: wholesale travel agency - retailer
Tourism Tourism Registration Number Active and Cultural Tourism: UETAC041

PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL
Company: PYRENALIS ATLANTIC TOUR AND TRAVEL
Address: 31008 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 111 400 | (+34) 648901589
Mail: info@pyrenalis.com
Web: www.pyrenalis.com/en
Tourism Registration Number: C.I.NA-109

NAVARSOL INCOMING TRAVEL AGENCY
Company: NAVARSOL INCOMING TRAVEL AGENCY
Address: Avenida Sancho El Fuerte, 8, 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 198 758 | (+34) 649 395 555
Mails: info@navarsol.com | juanchi@navarsol.com
Web: www.navarsol.com
Tourism Registration Number: C.I.NA013
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COTO VALDORBA HOTEL RESTAURANT
Company: COTO VALDORBA HOTEL RESTAURANTE
Address: c/ Santa María de Sansoain, 17 - 31395 Sansoain (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 721 021
Mail: coto@valdorba.com
Web: www.valdorba.com

LIZASO PITCH & PUTT SPORT CLUB
Company: LIZASO PITCH & PUTT SPORT CLUB
Address: c/ San Simón, 49ª, 31799 Lizaso (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 619 700 456
Mail: info@lizasogolf.com
Webs: www.lizasogolf.com

AUÑAK TOURIST SERVICES
Company: AUÑAK TOURIST SERVICES
Address: Garralda 31693 (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 609 411 449
Mail: excursiones@aunak.es
Web: www.aunak.es

NATAVEN - NATURE AND ADVENTURE
Company: NATAVEN NATURE AND ADVENTURE
Address: Plaza de Azucarena, 5 - 31500 Tudela (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 629 425 577
Mail: info@nataven.es | Web: www.nataven.es
Clasification: empresa de turismo activo | Tourism Registration Number: UETA0013

LERELE TOURIST EXPERIENCES
Company: LERELE TOURIST EXPERIENCES
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 684 457 112
Contact: Noelia Sampedro
Mail: experienciasturisticas@lereletour.com

TOURIST EXPERIENCES PAMPLONA / NAVARRA 2019
Hotel and Tourism Association of Navarre
AÑÉZCAR EQUESTRIAN CENTER
Company: AÑÉZCAR EQUESTRIAN CENTER
Address: Carretera Larragueta s/n, 31195 Añézcar (Navarra)
Contact: César Pérez de Zabalza
Telephone: (+34) 620 852 300 | (+34) 664 790 214
Mail: trading@cizurmenor.com | Web: anezcar.com
Tourism Registration Number: UETA0041 | Clasification: active and cultural tourism company

FINCA EL MONTECILLO
Company: FINCA EL MONTECILLO
Address: NA-134, Km. 29, 31320 Milagro (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 861 619 | (+34) 696 474 787
Mail: fernando@fincamontecillo.com
Webs: www.fincamontecillo.com

NOVOTUR - NAVARRE TOURIST GUIDES
Company: NOVOTUR - NAVARRE TOURIST GUIDES
Address: Av. Bayona 37, 6ºC, 31011 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) ) 629 661 604 | (+34) 617 348 844
Mail: francisco@novotur.com
Web: www.novotur.com

HOSPEDERÍA DE LEYRE HOTEL
Company: HOTEL HOSPEDERÍA DE LEYRE
Address: c/ Monasterio de Leyre - 31410 Yesa (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 884 100 | Tourism Registration Number: UH000578
Mail: hotel@monasteriodeleyre.com
Web: www.monasteriodeleyre.com

NAVARIDER
Company: NAVARIDER
Address: c/ Pedro I, nº 1, 1º - 31007 Pamplona (Navarra)
Telephone: (+34) 948 268 412
Mail: info@motorutas.com
Web: www.navarider.com

ACTIVA EXPERIENCE
Company: ACTIVA EXPERIENCE
Telephone: (+34) 948 850 448 | (+34) 654 500 512
Mail: info@activaexperience.com
Web: www.bardenasrealesnavarra.com
Tourism Registration Number: UETAC0015
Clasification: activities company
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BODEGAS PAGO DE LARRAINZAR
Company: CANTINA PAGO DE LARRAINZAR
Contact Person: Marian San Martín
Telephone: (+34) 609 606 188 | (+34) 948 550 421
Mail: info@pagodelarrainzar.com
Web: www.pagodelarrainzar.com

PAMPLONA BULLRING - PLAZA DE TOROS DE PAMPLONA
Company: PLAZA DE TOROS DE PAMPLONA
Telephone: (+34) 948 225 389 / 610 712 064 / 636 722 045
Mail: info@plazatorospamplona.com
Web: www.feriadeltoro.com

ADVENTURE PARK - IRRISARRI LAND
CELLAR OTAZU - BODEGA OTAZU
Company: CANTINA OTAZU
Contact Person: Marian San Martín
Telephone: (+34) 948 329 200
Mail: info@otazu.com

CELLAR PAGO DE CIRSUS - BODEGAS PAGO DE CIRSUS
Company CANTINES PAGO DE CIRSUS
Cellar Telephone: (+34) 948 386 427
Hotel Telephone: (+34) 948 386 426
Web: www.pagodecirsus.com

CELLAR IRACHE - BODEGAS IRACHE
Company: CANTINAS IRACHE
Telephone: (+34) 615 718 806
Contact: Naudii Romero
Web: www.irache.com/es

BED4U HOTELS
Company: BED 4 U HOTELES
Telephone: (+34) 948 292 808
Mail: pamplonabed4uhotels.com
Web: www.bed4uhotels.com
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Company IRRISARRI LAND
Contact: Stephanie Mutsaerts
Telelephone: (+34) 948 928 922
Mails: info@irrisarriland.es | gerencia@irrisarriland.es
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